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FOREWARD 

The ftrst issue of Research & 
Creative Expression was an unquali
fied success exceeding the expectations 
of the editorial staff as evidenced by 
numerous positive comments and rave 
reviews by readers (both from within 
the campus community and from 
outside the campus community). 
Frequent requests were made for 
additional copies to be shared with 
colleagues, businesses, industries, 
alumni, foundations, governmental 
agencies, community groups, and other 
friends of the college. Moreover, the 
number of new contributors and the 
quality of scholarship and expression, 
underscores the prudence of publishing 
two issues per year. As a consequence, 
it is expected that Research & Creative 
Expression will be released twice per 
year to coincide with the all college 
staff meetings held in August and 
January. 

Articles contained within this issue 
have been crafted for Research & 
Creative Expression and intentionally 
selected to provide a cross-section of 
scholarship and creativity. Although 
scholarly in nature, they have been 
written to appeal to a diverse reader
ship. Faculty from each of the schools 
(Arts and Science, Business and Public 
Management, Information Systems and 
Engineering Technology, and Nursing) 
have contributed to this issue. Both 
informational (factually based) and 
critical (theoretically based) articles are 
presented. As with other scholarly 
publications, opinions and contentions 
expressed by authors are not necessarily 
those of the SUNY Institute of Tech
nology at Utica/Rome or the State 
University of New York. 

Members of the college community 
are encouraged to submit articles for 
future issues and may obtain writing 
and style guidelines from the editor 
(listed below). Individual and collabo
rative articles are acceptable and 
desired. Please help us celebrate this 
second issue by reading and sharing it 
with your friends, colleagues, and 
associates. Moreover, the editorial staff 
would enjoy hearing your comments 
and suggestions for improving subse
quent issues. These remarks should be 
addressed to: 

Dr. G. Daniel Howard, CSP 
Editor 
Research & Creative Expression 
Offtce of Graduate Studies 

and Research 
SUNY Institute of Technology 

at Utica/Rome 
Marcy Campus, P.O. Box 3050 
Utica, New York 13504-3050 
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ABSTRACTS 

"Self-Determinism in the Infor
mation Age: Implications for 
America" 

By A 'isha Ajayi 

As the tenns "infonnation society" 
and "infonnation age" become more 
commonplace in our daily lives, 
Americans are faced with a number of 
challenges for the 1990's. Perhaps the 
two most important issues highlight the 
need for the revitalization of education 
at all levels and the integration of in
fonnation technology into the 
workforce. 

While many Americans' exposure 
to infonnation technology has been in 
the fonn of entertainment, it is impera
tive that the more technical applica
tions and their likely impact on labor 
are explored. The quandary lies in the 
need to increase technical skill levels 
through eduction while stabilizing the 
workforce. 

This article addresses the potency 
of technology and our increased 
dependence on it As a double-edged 
sword, technology holds the power for 
increased quality of life and the 
potential for total destruction. The 
outcomes are clearly in our hands 
through the humanitarian use of tech
nology. 
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"Rogerian Values in Psychology'' 

By Dr. Roy Jose DeCarvalho 

This essay, which is a historical · 
contribution to the current wave of 
interest in values in psychology, de
scribes the humanistic values espoused· 
by Carl Rogers (1902-1987) that in the 
1960's fueled the establishment of the 
humanistic movement in American 
psychology. This essay includes a 
biographical sketch of Rogers' views on 
values and examines how his belief in 
naturalism in ethics relates to his view 
on human nature. More specifically, it 
discusses the values implied in Rogerian 
client-centered therapy; it describes the 
values of the "fully functioning" person; 
and it deals with the concepts of authen
ticity and organismic awareness. 

"A Survey of Perceptions on the 
Impact of U.S. - Canada Free 
Trade Agreement" 

By Patrick W. Fitzgibbons 

With almost a year gone by in the 
new era of free trade between the United 
States and Canada, there are still many 
interested parties in both countries (e.g.,· 
private and public sector organizations, 
importers and exporters, governmental 
agencies, politicians, scholars, and 
economists) who are debating what the 
immediate and long tenn implications of 
the agreement will be. With this in 
mind, a study was proposed which in
cluded a survey of Canadian and 
American organizations that buy and/or 
sell telecommunications equipment/ 
services to qualify perceptions on the 
U.S.- Canada Free Trade Agreement 
(FT A). The study's secondary objective 
was to use the survey data to project the 
FT A's impact on the status quo between 
these two countries in the increasingly 
competitive and fast growing telecom
munications market. 

... More Meaningful Applications of 
Computer Technology In Non
Traditional Courses" 

. By Richard Havranek 

A scenario to help bridge the gap 
between academia and the small 
business community is described. 
Examples are given of how changes in 
the introductory personnel management 
course can make more realistic applica
tions of computer technology and 
respond to compelling challenges in 
major areas of human resource manage
ment. The focus of these applications 
is on: actual day-to-day problems; use 
of realistic raw data (numbers and types 
of people, financial data, etc.); integra
tion of spreadsheet methodology found 
in commercially available software; and 
applications in the small business 
community. 

"The 'Hardy' Personality: Over
view and Appraisal" 

By Dr. Joanne Joseph and Amy 
Kelley 

The authors examine the construct 
of "hardiness." The major characteris
tics of the construct are defined and the 
construct is evaluated in the context of 
the research evidence available. The 
authors conclude the essay with a hy
pothesis concerning the adaptive 
mechanism behind the construct. 



"Major Issues and Challenges !n 
Implementing a European Com
munity Telecommunications 
Policy by 1992" 

By Dr. Eugene Newman 

The proposed unification of the tele
communications networks of the twelve 
member states of the European Com
munity, and the concomitant liberaliza
tion of the data services and customer 
premise equipment marketplaces, are 
centerpieces of the unification of 
Western European economies by 1992. 
The implementation of these complex 
policies has also raised powerful 
jurisdictional disputes of federal versus 
state authority, the role of competition 
and uniform technical standards, and 
Community trade policies with non
member states, especially with the 
United States. The resolution of these 
issues is essential in order for the 
European Community to emerge as an 
economic and political superpower for 
the first time in its history. 

"Revitalization of the Nursing 
Skill-Collaboration" 

By Anne K. Oboyskl, M.S., R.N. 

Collaborative research is a valuable 
and much needed activity in the pro
fession of nursing. The author presents 

· a brief description of a collaborative 
research project conducted by eight 
members of the faculty of the SUNY 
Institute of Technology at Utica/Rome 
School of Nursing. Citing the literature 
regarding similar activity, this article 
emphasizes the positive aspects of 
collaborative research; a challenging, 
productive, rewarding opportunity to 
enhance the development of nursing 
know ledg~. The participants encourage 
others to become involved in collabora
tion, as an introduction to research and 
a positive and rewarding investment. 

"Applied Theater" 

By Dr. Joel Plotkin 

Theater, though largely replaced as 
a popular story-telling medium by film 
and television, retains its cultural 
adaptivity in some little-noted applica
tions: children's theater, behavioral 
science uses, human dynamics training, 
and community issues education. 

"Photonics: Technology & 
Applications" 

By Dr. Salahuddin Qazl 

Photonics deals with the use of 
Photons to process, compute, sense, 
store, and communicate information 
traditionally carried out by electronics. 
It is a rapidly growing technology 
having diverse applications of great 
importance to our society. The article 
reviews the importance of photonic 
technology and discusses its applica
tions. 

"The Heaven and Hell of Child
hood In lngmar Bergman's .Ea.nnY. 
and Alexander" 

By Dr. Ralph Slayton 

Ingmar Bergman's final film, Fanny 
and Alexander (1983), presents a 
heaven and a hell of childhood as 
Dickens did in Oliver Twist and David 
CQlluerfield. Bergman's film, although 
set in the first decade of this century, 
might remind us of ways in which some 
children today are afforded the security, 
the love, and the respect that are their 
entitlement and of ways in which many 
children are denied those rights and are 
neglected and abused "for the child's 
own good" and in the name of one or 
another discredited authority. The 
author contends that our concepts of 

childhood and indeed of our under
standing of all facets of the human 
experience are shaped by our encoun
ters with the arts and the humanities far 
more than by the findings of the social 
scientist or even by our own experi
ences of life. 

"Converting a Manual Accounting 
Information System to Microcom
puter Processing" 

By Thomas Tribunella, M.B.A., 
C.P.A 

The author examines the stages a 
small business goes through while 
converting a manual accounting infor
mation system to microcomputer 
processing. He discusses the important 
issues which should be addressed at 
every stage and highlights some 
common errors firms experience during 
this process. The article stresses the 
importance of structure, organization 
and employee participation during the 
transition from manual to computerized 
account information processing. 

"Headin' North: Fort Drum 
Military Expansion Brings 
Thousands Into New York's 
North Country" 

By Dr. John J. Zogby 

The U.S. Army's 1984 decision to 
locate its lOth Mountain Division at 
Fort Drum, near Watertown, has 
brought enormous growth to an area 
that had been static for over five 
decades. Aside from the sheer numbers 
of military personnel and their depend
ents, over 14,000 non-military new
comers have arrived since 1985. 
Equally impressive has been the change 
in the demographic of the New York 
State's North Country with this influx 
of younger, better educated, and higher 
income-earning people. 
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CONTRIBUTION a 
"Self-Deter
minism in the 
Information 
Age: 
Implications 
for America" 
BY 

A '/SHA AJA Yl 

The civilization of the dialogue is 
the only civilization worth having and 
the only civilization in which the world 
can unite. It is, therefore, the only civi
lization we can hope for, because the 
world must unite or be blown to bits. 
The civilization of the dialogue re
quires communication. It requires a 
common language and a common stock 
of ideas. It assumes that every man has 
reason and that every man can use it. It 
preserves to every man his independent 
judgement and, since it does so, it de
prives any man or group of men of the 
privilege of forcing their judgement 
upon any other man or group of men.Cl) 

Over the centuries power has come 
to mean might or force. Power has 
always been embodied in some 
intellectual or material commodity 
which was administered on the basis of 
scarcity. The history of humanity can 
be aggregated into eras based on the 
various manifestations of power as 
technological innovation and the 
struggle for its control. Arguably, the 
most potent technology born of human 
innovation has affected the ways in 
which we communicate with each 
other. (see Table 1) 
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Human expression has evolved 
from an individual endeavor to include 
a larger social or mass consciousness. 
This mass consciousness exists in part 
due to information technology which 
has added a participatory element to 
sociopolitical sentiment. This con
sciousness typically reflects the values 
and aspiration of those who control the 
innovative process and own the subse
quent technology. 

The terms information age and 
information economy are becoming 
more common in our everyday lan
guage. Both are used to describe an era 
and economy where information has 
become the chief commodity displac
ing our dependence on agriculture, in
dustrial production, and petroleum. 
While information technology contin
ues to change the ways in which we 
work and interact, the steps necessary 
to develop a national information/tech
nology initiative (whose benefits would 
extend to all areas of our society) has 
not been initiated. Unlike previous 
periods in our evolution, this era holds 
both the greatest promise for peaceful 
coexistence and the greatest potential 
for destruction. 

Information technology is a 
relatively new term used to describe 
television, radio, other electronic 
media, and more recently computers, 
telephony, and other telecommunica-

tions technologies. There is little 
argument that this technology has 
become an important part of our daily 
lives. As our nation moves from a 
services-based economy to an informa
tion-based economy, education and 
technical expertise have become 
prerequisites for participation and 
survival. 

With the approach of the nineties, it 
is becoming increasingly apparent that 
our society has not kept pace with the 
larger society implications of this 
transition. Uncertain economic condi
tions, political apathy, and dwindling 
international prowess are items that top 
the national agenda. The role of 
information technology in addressing 
economic soundness, the animation of 
an informed electorate, and the partici
pation of America as an equal member 
in the world community has gone 
largely unnoticed. 

While the causes of these problems 
are complex, it is imperative that an 
attempt be made at their resolution. To 
this end, information technology offers 
limitless possibilities. Unlike previous 
generations of communications technol
ogy, such as mass media, the current 
generation of information technology is 
not as capital intensive or dependent on 
a scarce resource such as the electro
magnetic spectrum. Large scale 
integration and the use of digital 



components have fostered the mini
aturization of this technology and has 
contributed in part to its greatly reduced 
cost 

The struggle to gain access to 
traditional forms of information 
technology (radio, television, and 
cable) through ownership has been con
founded by sheer cost and a generalized 
trend toward vertical integration by 
large corporate entities. Deregulation 
of these technologies has all but 
relieved them of public service require
ments and cultural diversity. Karl Jas
pers in The Way to Wisdom, stresses 
the essential psychosocial role of this 
cultural dialogue: 

We are what we are only through the 
community of mutually conscious 
understandings. There can be no man 
who is a man for himself alone, as a 
mere individual.<2> 

Newer· technologies such as 
minicomputers and microcomputers -
personal computers, along with ad
vances in networking through telecom
munications offers some hope for a 
"grassroots" movement toward problem 
solving in both the American and larger 
global communities. Though advances 
have made these technologies acces
sible, they, like their predecessors, offer 
both the benefits of social well being 
and potential dysfunction. 

Information technology offers 
society the advantages of transcending 
vast distances and the disadvantages of 
diminished intercultural interaction in 
the form of-alienation, desensitization, 
and dehumanization. Nevertheless, 
Americans must attempt to create a new 
cosmology for itself. 

It is no longer advisable to wait for 
legislative or judicial support toward 
our advancement. In this context, 
power becomes enabling.. Americans 
must begin to explore ways of introduc
ing non-entertainment information 
technology into their daily lives. 
Failure to do so will result in the 
deepening of an ever widening eco
nomic abyss for the various segments 
that make up our society. 

The integration of information 
technology and other labor saving 
devices into the various sectors of the 
economy has changed the nature of jobs 
and associated tasks. In many in
stances, it has become cheaper and 
more efficient for technology to 
perform tasks that previously required 
minimal levels of human skill or 
expertise. The introduction of technol
ogy has also created new opportunities 
and changed existing jobs in ways that 
have created new career paths which 
could potentially strengthen the 
economy; the price of entry computer 
literacy and technical skills. 

The presence of compulsory 
education has strengthened the number 
of Americans who have completed high 
school; in 1982, 87%. During the same 
period, only 31% of all Americans had 
completed four or more years of 
college. This number represents a 7% 
increase over the previous decade. 
Both sets of statistics are cause for 
alarm in that Americans have not been 
successful in penetrating the profes
sional, highly skilled occupations nor is 
the picture likely to brighten in the in
formation age without intervention. 

There are no simple solutions to the 
many challenges that face America. 
Existing agencies must re-evaluate their 
roles in providing education and 
services to the economically disadvan
taged. The unavailability of funding 
can no longer be accepted as valid 
when the national agenda has made 
provisions for the development of high 
tech bombers, the Strategic Defense 
Initiative, and the creation of more 
penal institutions. Such projects dem
onstrate the increased willingness of 
our government to pursue short term 
reactive policies rather than addressing 
the core issues that plague our nation. 

To treat the symptoms of social 
unrest as problematic and characteristic 
of a certain segment of our society, is a 
fallacy whose convenience has since 
worn thin. Education represents the 
most potent and most undervalued asset 
we possess as a nation. The impact of 
the privatization of education, dwin
dling demographics, and many other 

factors has placed a college education 
out of reach for all but the most 
affluent. The lack of competitive 
salaries and needed economic support 
have forced America's most gifted 
minds into private industry rather than 
education. 

Many of America's unemployed 
believe that foreign competition and 
technology are the cause of their woes. 
The lack of a national long-range plan 
which would have synchronized 
training and education to meet fluctua
tions in the world and national econo
mies, is hidden by the invocation of 
times past and false nationalism. 
America's workforce was not prepared. 
Instead they fear the technology that 
could be their salvation. For the poor, 
technology is perceived as another in
strument of alienation. 

The complexity associated with 
computers, telecommunications, and 
other information technologies has 
resulted in a prevailing sense of 
mystification. This mystification of 
technology has been translated into 
avoidance, projection, and aggression 
by various segments of the economy 
and those who perceive their positions 
threatened. Many moral and ethical 
issues (such as access to information, 
privacy and security which accompany 
such innovation) have yet to be ad
dressed in a comprehensive fashion. 

WHERE DO WE GO FROM 
HERE? 

One of the amazing capabilities of 
humankind lies in our ability to rise to 
the occasion in the face of difficult 
challenges. We have but to look at the 
history of our existence for examples of 
how innovation in the form of technol
ogy has enabled us to improve the 
quality of our individual lives and the 
nation as a whole. Such changes are by 
their very nature evolutionary; often
times the progress made is impercep
tible. 

The following areas are offered for 
consideration toward the development 

. of a national strategy to promote 
educational economic stability in the 
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PHASE ECONOMIC SOCIOPOLITICAL TECHNOLOGICAL 

ORAL HUNTER! FAMILY/RELIGION SHELTER 
GATHERER 

MANUSCRIPT AGRARIAN/ RELIGION V. WRITTEN 
CRAFT STATE LANGUAGE 

PRINT AGRARIAN/ MASS EDUCATION PRINTING PRESS 
INDUSTRIAL 

ELECTRO- INDUSTRIAL URBANIZATION TRANSPORTATION/ 
MECHANICAL COMMUNICATION 

ELECTRONIC SERVICE TRANSBORDERI ELEC MASS MEDIA 
TRADE COMPUTER 

INFORMATION INFORMATION ENVIRONMENT/ INTEGRATED INFO 
AGE TRADE SYST/SERVICES 

*"Did Technological Development Stimulate Social Development . 
or Did Sociological Evolution Stimulate Technological Development? 

Table 1 

American society through the use of 5. Positive incentives for current 
infonnation technology: teachers who integrate technol-

ogy in their classes. Release time 
1. The establishment of local infor- or special sessions to increase 

mation networks via churches, their technical skill base must be 
fraternal and sororal groups, and created. 
other agencies; objectives -
development of an integrated 6. Develop cooperative ties with 
infonnation infrastructure and athletes and popular culture 
educational strategy. artists - messages like "we don't 

need no education" could easily 
2. Project development via colleges be replaced with positive incen-

and universities, corporate tives which encourage our young 
sponsors, and other private people to become computer 
agencies interested in urban literate or to acquire as much 
affairs, literacy, etc. objectives- math, science, and technical 
identification of grant opportuni- skills as possible. 
ties for labs and research within 
local schools. 7. The development of national 

prime time and printed public 
3. Reevaluation of programs de- service announcements geared at 

signed to identify college-bound all age groups in American soci-
youths. It is essential that com- ety. Topics should include pre-
puters and other technologies are paring for the future, changes in 
an integral part of their develop- the workforce, and the benefits of 
ment. technology. 

4. The introduction of computer 8. Existing special organizations 
technology at elementary and might consider the development 
secondary school levels. Expo- of a cohesive lobby for more edu-
sure to these and other technolo- cational funding and technology 
gies can occur as part of special for our nation's urban schools. 
classes or as part of existing 
courses. 
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.9. The elevation of tQ~ need for the 
integration of technology into our 
nation's schools and the need for 
reeducation and training of the 
existing workforce. 

10. The provision of greater tax 

incentives to high technology 
corporations for extensive equip
ment donations to urban schools 
and community organizations. 

CONCLUSIONS 

At present, the services sector 
accounts for three-fourths of the total 
U.S. economy. As stated previously, 
more and more of these jobs will be 
changed by technology and will evolve 
into jobs which require higher skill 
levels and expertise. Low birth rates of 
the 60s and 70s may contribute to a 
labor shortage in professional and semi
skilled workers. Many economists 
predict that immigration may solve the 
need for more technically skilled labor 
and may displace those currently in 
domestic and other services-based 
positions. For Americans, the implica
tions of such circumstances can only 
signal the need for self -detenninism 
through infonnation technology. 

Many new and exciting careers are 
emerging as part of the infonnation age. 
Individuals who wish to participate in 
the infonnation economy should 
prepare themselves through the 
interaction with computer technology 
such as personal computers. Americans 
must make an attempt to understand the 
technology around them. Understand
ing how common household items 
(such as cable television: VCRs, and 
microwave ovens) work is a start. 
While many individuals have had some 
exposure to computer-based games and 
other entertainment oriented technol
ogy, it is essential that they begin to 
explore more technical applications. 

Math, science, and other technical 
areas must be encouraged at all levels 
of the American society. Technology 
must not be perceived as a barrier or 
something to fear. Used for more than 
commerce or economic gain, our entire 
nation stands to benefit from an 



increased quality of life. Information 
technology offers the promise of greater 
social equality for those who make the 
sacrifice to understand it and incorpo
rate it into their lives. Failure to do so 
will result in a new form of socioeco
nomic stratification characterized by 
the information elite and the informa
tion "have nots." It is estimated that by 
1990, at least one third of all heads of 
American households will be computer 
literate - how many Americans will be 
in that number?Q 
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CONTRIBUTION • 
"Rogerian 
Values in 
Psychology" 
BY 

DR. ROY JOSE DECARVALHO 

Since the sudden awakening of 
many social scientists to the void in 
ethics inherited from the 1980's 
valueless interregnum and the herald
ing of a kinder and gentler decade, the 
search for values has been pressing in 
the social sciences. Not often, how
ever, social scientists venture into the 
philosophers' domain of ethics. Many 
social scientists even naively deny the 
significance of ethics in the social 
sciences; B.F. Skinner is a prime ex
ample. The founders of Humanistic 
Psychology in the late 1950's and early 
60's, such as Gordon Allport, Abraham 
Maslow, Rollo May, Henry Murray, 
and Carl Rogers, were exceptions (De
Carvalho, 1988, in press-a, in press-b). 

Concerned with the contemporary 
lack of ethics, Rogers blamed the 
uncertainty in value orientation on the 
anachronism between rigid ethics' 
systems of the past and the relativistic 
world view of science. No longer 
unquestionably accepting the value 
systems of our upbringing, we find 
ourselves thrown in the dilemma of 
having to choose among various and at 
times even contradictory value systems. 
Not surprisingly, argued Rogers, the 
modem person questions whether there 
are universal or cross cultural values 
(Evans, 1975, p. 101; Rogers, 1%1b, 
1964). 

Rogers thought that the contempo
rary problem and solution to the lack of 
values was microcosmically repre
sented in his work on client-centered 
therapy. He believed that there were 
non-a priori universal values that were 
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an integral part of human nature, and 
experienced when the individual is in 
touch with his or her own organismic 
valuing process. Organismic aware
ness, in his opinion, could thus enable 
the individual to find within himself or 
herself a system of universal ethics that 
would answer the most thorny and 
perplexing value questions of our age 
(1957, p. 187). 

Rogers' Counseling and Psychother
SWY (1942) was his first venture into the 
philosopher's domain of ethics. In the 
context of the distinction between 
directive versus non-directive counsel
ing, he argued that genuine insight of 
one's being leads to more positive 
choices, satisfaction, and personal 
growth (pp. 39-43,126-128,208). In 
various writings throughout the 1940's, 
a Rogerian view of human nature 
emerged. He argued that a person has 
a latent capacity for change and growth, 
but only the self can discover and free 
that potential. The task of psychother
apy was merely to make an alliance 
with this potential and facilitate its 
release (1943, 194 7 ,1948,1950a,1950b ). 

In The Client-Centered Therapy 
(1951), he placed the concept of 
"organismic valuing process" at the 
center of client-centered therapy. His 
distinction between organismic and 
cultural values pointed out the signifi
cance for psychological health, to be in 
touch with one's continuing organismic 
valuing process (1951, pp. 71,139,522). 

It was only in the late 1950's and 
60's that he explicitly addressed 
himself to the problem of ethics. In Qn 
Becoming A Person (1961), he de
scribed his views on personal goals 
from the standpoint of a therapist. 
Attempting to answer the questions 
about his goal in life, what he is striving 
for, and what his purpose is, he synthe
sized his previous thoughts on values 
and digressed unto the problem of evil 
and its implications for society, politics, 
and foreign relations. He also de
scribed the self-actualized and psycho
logically healthy person. Borrowing 
from Kierkegaard the quote that the 
goal of life is "to be that self which one 
truly is," Rogers placed the existential 
concept of authenticity at the forefront 
of his views on ethics. 

Rogers brought together his thought 
on ethics in a paper entitled "Toward A 
Modem Approach To Values," pre
sented at a conference on the theoretical 
bases of counseling in early 1961. This 
article was the climax and final 
statement of Rogers' on ethics; he 
defined and placed his understanding of 
values in the context of client-centered 
therapy and view of human nature 
(1961b, 1964). 

Rogers' definition of values was 
"operative" in character. He defined 
values as "behaviors of organisms in 
which they show preference for one 
object or objective rather than another" 
(1964, p. 160). He thought that the 



individual at birth and throughout 
infancy has a clear set of values. The 
infant chooses experiences that main
tain and induce growth, actualize their 
organismic potential, and reject what is 
adversary to their well-being. Since the 
values that guide their actualization lie 

·strictly within their organism, they are 
thus naturalistic and objective. But, 
unfortunately, Rogers argued, as the 
infant grows this efficient valuing 
process is lost, and is slowly trans
formed into rigid artificial and organis
mically inefficient value systems. The 
infant's naive conception that what 
feels good is distorted by the assimila
tion of the evaluation of adults, who 
make him/her feel sorry, fearful, and 
guilty about his or her values in 
exchange for love. In this process, the 
infant looses the wisdom of organismic 
awareness and incorporates the values 
set by their immediate human environ
ment. The values carried along with 
the love, esteem, and approval from 
adults forces the infant to distrust the 
experiencing of his or her own organ
ism as a guiding value system. The 
infant relinquishes, in other words, his 
or her trust on organismic wisdom 
(1951, p. 522; 1961b). 

When the discrepancy between 
organismic and assimilated artificial 
values is acute, the individual is tom by 
questions of meaning originated by or 
culminated in personality crisis. This 
estrangement of people from them
selves, according to Rogers, explains 
modem strain, insecurity, lack and 
search for values. The goal of psycho
therapy, argued Rogers, is to revert that 
process (1951, pp. 139,141). By 
confronting the individual with the lack 
of touch with his/her own organism, 
psychotherapy aims to put the person 
back in touch with their organismic 
valuing process. 

The belief that the individual has the 
capacity for self-understanding and 
reorganization in satisfying ways if they 
are only provided with the necessary 
and sufficient conditions for personality 
change was the foundation of Rogers' 
client-centered therapy (1943, p. 285). 
Given an appropriate growth inducing 
environment in which one is uncondi
tionally accepted, one learns the causes 

of behavior and new ways of perceiving 
and reacting to these causes. Once 
denied attitudes and behavior become 
conscious and accepted, the self 
assimilates them and reorganizes itself, 
consequently altering the entire 
personality structure and behavior. In 
other words, when one explores and 
accepts the inner self, like the infant, 
one learns to be in touch with and 
release the organismic wisdom (1948; 
1951, p. 71; 1961a, p. 87). If given 
freedom to become what one truly is, 
one naturally actualizes one's true 
identity, which, Rogers argued, could 
only be positive in terms of enhancing 
the individual's nature and existence 
(1950b, p. 236). 

The goal of the client-centered 
therapy he advocated was to set the 
person free from internal and external 
barriers so that the basic nucleus of his 
or her nature would be released (1947, 
p. 113). In the early stages of therapy, 
people live largely by values intro
spected from others; as therapy 
progresses, however, they realize that 
they are living according to the expec
tations of others, and that they are not 
real. When this acknowledgement 
becomes unbearable, their valuing 
process changes; the government of 
their thinking, feeling, and behavior 
(according to the judgment and 
expectation of others) is slowly 
replaced by their own experience, 
values, and standards. Rogers, thus, 
implied that the basic nature of the 
person when functioning freely is 
constructive and trustworthy (1951, 
pp.75,149,157,530). Each one of us has 
a capacity for self-understanding and to 
initiate change in the direction of 
psychological growth and maturity, 
providing only that we are genuinely 
free and treated with worth and 
significance. In this sense, he argued, 
the therapist merely makes an alliance 
with the individuals' organismic forces 
for growth and self-actualization (1972, 
p. 208; 1963; 1950a). 

Rogers' naturalistic values permeate 
his depicting of "fully functioning" and 
psychologically healthy people (1957; 
1956b; 1961a, pp. 163-182,183-198; 
1963). He described them as individu
als who avoid facades and pretenses to 

be what they are not. They move away 
from what people think they ought to 
be; they do not fulfill expectations in 
order to please others. They deeply feel 
the immediacy of their experience, en
deavoring to clarify its complexity. 
They are open to experience, open to 
see things in their inner and outer world 
as they are, thus living closer to their 
nature and surroundings. Like an 
infant, they explore and trust the 
wisdom of their organism; their center 
of evaluation (like in the infant) is 
within themselves, in their organismic 
awareness. They trust their feelings 
and intuitions more than they trust the 
mind and social norms. They are proud 
and confident of their choices. They 
are self-directed, autonomous, and 
responsible for their lives. They choose 
what is meaningful for them. When, 
however, the chosen course of action 
turns out to be wrong or deceptive, they 
readjust, revise, and accommodate to 
the new circumstances, continuously 
correcting the valuing process in order 
to obtain the maximum actualization of 
their potential. The criterion used in 
their valuing process changes from 
situation to situation and correlates to 
the degree of fulfillment or actualiza
tion they bring. They have no fixed or 
rigid goals and not always are consis
tent They are open, fluid, flexible, and 
always actualizing different potentiali
ties. Their behavior is unpredictable 
and creative. Titey are, in other words, 
never the same, always a process of 
becoming (1964, p. 166; 1972, p. 208). 

In this context, Rogers believed to 
have advanced a new perspective on the 
age-old philosophical problem of 
freedom versus determinism. "Fully 
functioning" people, he argued, since 
they experience complete and absolute 
freedom, choose courses of action that 
are most satisfying, thus, exercising 
free will. Neurotics, on the other hand, 
are defensively organized; they follow 
settled rigid patterns of feelings and 
behavior over which they have little or 
no control. They are thus said to be 
determined. Free will is, in this sense, a 
by-product of psychological health, 
organismic awareness, and choice 
(1957, p. 192). 
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Absence of free will, according to 
Rogers, also explained the existence of 
evil. He argues that there is no such 
thing as innate actualizing tendency 
towards destructiveness, or the fulfill
ing of an evil nature. The evil, which 
is obviously present in our world, he 
explained, rather results from social 
conditioning and voluntary choice. He 
pointed out that when people first 
begin psychotherapy they feel that if 
they become uncontrollable they will 
release the beast within themselves. 
But in the course of psychotherapy as 
they experience and express hostile 
feelings, they realize that they are not 
that evil. As a matter of fact, the more 
one permits evil feelings to surface, the 
less potent and burdensome they 
become; the more one becomes what 
one truly is, the less evil one finds 
within and the more one becomes 
sensitive, responsive, and creative 
(1961a,pp.177,344; 1982,p.87). "A 
person with relatively good under
standing of himself and his situation," 
wrote Rogers, "was far less likely to 
become delinquent"(1971, p. 89). 
When in the process of psychotherapy 
delinquents and criminals become fully 
functioning and actualizing individu
als, they do not become better crimi
nals, but rather choose more construc
tive and positive behavior (1948). 

In a public debate with B.F. Skinner 
on these and other matters, Rogers was 
particularly disturbed by the philo
sophical questions raised by the 
psychological evaluation of experts 
following the medical model and th~ 
attempt to externally control and 
predict behavior (Rogers & Skinner, 
1956a). Though this method was 
appropriate in dealing with organic 
maladies, in the realm of psychology it 
was highly detrimental since the 
process of evaluation inevitably 
enforces the values of the expert upon 
the client, which may be anachronistic 
to his own organismic values, and 
could lead to the manipulation of the 
many by the self-selected few (1950b, 
p. 236). 

In the public debate with Skinner, 
Rogers also discussed the problem of 
values in science (1961a, pp. 391-401). 
Rogers argued that psychologists do 
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not operate in a social and philosophical 
free milieu. Scientific activity has more 
ethical implications than the strict 
scientific meaning of its fmdings. He 
went as far as to argue that the purpose 
of scientific research ought to be 
evaluated by means external to science 
(1955, p. 248). Whether the psycholo
gist believes that human nature should 
be set free, or controlled and predicted, 
for example, certainly determines the 
focus and outcome of research in 
psychology (Evans, 1975, p. 101). 
Psychology of the behavioral type 
advocated by Skinner, another good 
example, has far reaching political 
implications when manipulated by 
dictatorial systems. There are, in other 
words, prior personal subjective choices 
of the purpose or value addressed by 
scientific work (1961a, p. 391). It is, 
therefore, important that these values 
will be clarified and made explicit since 
they cannot be tested, evaluated, or 
denied in scientific terms (Rogers & 
Skinner, 1956a). According to Rogers, 
the view of human nature was the most 
significant extra-scientific value that is a 
personal subjective choice and the 
determining factor in psychological 
research. 

In conclusion, Rogers' view on 
ethics stemmed from a basic trust on the 
worthiness of human nature. When 
people are authentic, they experience 
their inner world; they function freely 
from internal and external barriers; they 
value and choose (from an organismic 
point of view) what is good for them. 
Although the self-selected process and 
direction of becoming are subjective, 
thus, relative from individual to individ
ual, they have a species wide organismic 
universality. This organismic wisdom 
was, for Rogers, species-wide and the 
bases for a universal system of ethics. 
"To be that self which one truly is," a 
phrase Rogers borrowed from Ki
erkegaard, which was synonymous with 
the seeking of authenticity, was thus the 
highest value in Rogers naturalistic 
system of ethics . .n 
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CONTRIBUTION • 
"A Survey of 
Perceptions 
on the Impact 
of US/Canada 
Free Trade 
Agreement" 

BY 

PATRICK W. FITZGIBBONS 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The objective of this study was 
to examine Canadian and American 
trade in telecommunications services 
and equipment as a result of the Free 
Trade Agreement between the U.S.A. 
and Canada. Furthermore, in order to 
provide some conclusive insights, 
telecommunication trade was exam
ined simultaneously along several 
dimensions - economic, technological, 
social norms, domestic ownership and 
regulatory constraint. 

In addition, through some sample 
selection, the study attempted to draw 
conclusions about differences in the 
perception of "open" telecom trade as 
a result of the industry in which an 
organization is operating, along with 
the relative size of the organization. 
However, it must be understood that, 
in this regard, the survey analysis does 
not attempt to produce an evaluative 
comparison of a country's telecom 
acquisition practices or attempt to 
consider how organizations residing in 
different countries will ultimately take 
advantage of a relaxation in economic 
trade barriers. It was the researcher's 
objective to acquire an insight as to 
how a variety of organizations, 

operating under very different sets of 
constraints may differ with respect to 
their perception of changes affecting 
the supply and/or cost of telephone 
switching systems, data communica
tions equipment, and related high tech 
equipment. 

SUB JECTS 

Survey samples from the following 
four different classifications were 
examined along several dimensions: 

SURYEY CLASSIFICATIONS 

Chlss 1 
Canadian telecom manufacturers/ 

service providers and vendors, both 
domestic and international in scope. 

Class 2 
Canadian corporate end users of 

telecom equipment, services typically 
large users which spend over $.5 
million a year on telecom goods/ 
services. 

Class 3 
U.S. telecom manufacturers/service 

providers and vendors, both domestic 
and international in scope. 

Clmss 4 
U.S. corporate end users of 

telecom equipment /services typically 
large users which spend over $.5 
million a year on telecom services 
goods/services. 

The objective of the various 
analyses conducted on the data 
collected for the survey was threefold: 

1) To provide evidence either sup
porting or denying the validity 
of the FT A's influence on in
creased competition between 
U.S. and Canadian telecom 
suppliers/manufacturers within 
four dimensions: economic, 
social, technological, and 
regulatory. 

2) To further segment these four 
dimensions by comparing and 
contrasting various industries 
and geographical locations. 

3) To determine if there is a sig
nificant correlation between the 
abolition of import tariffs, as a 
result of Free Trade Agreement, 
and the likelihood that end 
users responsible for acquiring 
telecom equipment/services 
will, in fact, buy from "cross 
border" North American 
manufacturers/suppliers. 

Based upon the aforementioned, 
alternative models will be developed 
as appropriate. 

DATA COLLECTION 

Survey data were collected from 
the most prominent user organizations 
in North America including the 
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International Communications 
Association (ICA) in the U.S. and the 
Canadian Business Telecommunica
tions Alliance (CBT A) in Canada. 
Survey data were also collected from 
the majority of telecom manufactur
ers/service providers belonging to the 
North American Telecommunications 
Association (NATA). Finally, 
governmental agencies, regulatory 
agencies and academicians were also 
surveyed for their perceptions on the 
U.S.-CanadaFTA. 

SUBYEY RESULTS 

The U.S.A.-Canada Free Trade 
Act is the first such regional agree
ment to apply comprehensively, not 
only to telecommunications, but to all 
sections of the North American 
economy. This includes products that 
run the gamut from ice skates, skies, 
and motorcycles to furniture, explo
sives, and railcars. It is easy to lose 
sight of this perspective especially 
when focusing on a relatively narrow, 
but engaging trade topic like telecom
munications. With this caveat in 
mind, the remainder of this section 
will report the survey findings and 
attempt to draw conclusions as they 
specifically apply to the telecommuni
cations marketplace. 

Those telecommunications 
professionals surveyed (including 
users, vendors, service providers, 
manufacturers, etc.) were asked if 
they felt telecommunications, in 
general, would be significantly 
affected by the implementation of the 
Free Trade Act. In both countries 
there were a minority who felt very 
strongly that telecommunications 
would be greatly affected (Figure 1)-
10% in Canada versus 7% in the 
United States. There was a much 
greater consensus, however, in terms 
of having a substantive impact from 
Canadian professionals (63%) than 
there was with Americans (49%). In 
both countries almost one out of every 
five individuals surveyed was not 
certain if there would be a significant 
impact with respect to telecommuni
cations. The only conclusion that can 
be drawn from this composite picture 
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Figure 1 • Significant Impact of Free Trade ACt on Telecommunications 
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is that Canadians, in general, feel that 
telecommunications is a more salient 
trade issue than did their American 
counterparts. This may be easily 
explained when considering just how 
successful Canada has been in export
ing telecommunications technology to 
the U.S. as compared with Canada's 
relative success in other nontelecom
munications related markets. 
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indicated that they were unfamiliar 
with the FTA versus 25% of U.S. 
respondents. These results can easily 
be attributed to the tremendous media 
attention paid to the FTA in Canada 
and in light of the fact that it was a 
primary election issue facing the 
incumbent Mulroney Administration. 
By comparison the media coverage in 
the U.S. was relatively modest, with 
greater coverage paid to the FT A in 

The survey results also indicate that those northern border states where 
the Canadian respondents, in general, trading pockets with Canada are more 
have a much greater awareness of the densely concentrated. This finding 
Free Trade Act than do Americans became even more apparent when 
(Figure 2) - 40% of Canadian measuring the perceived knowledge of 
respondents reported that they had at the FT A by the respondents goo-
least a working know ledge of the FT A graphical location. There was a much 
versus 25% of the U.S. respondents. higher awareness of theFT A in the 
Furthermore, only 10% of Canadians northern United States (62%) than in 
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the southern states (39%), whereas 
there was no such geographic disparity 
in Canada. 

It also became apparent, upon 
further analysis, that the greater the 
revenue generated by an organization 
the more likely the respondent was to 
report a significant understanding of 
the Free Trade Act (Figure 3). For 
example, in both countries over 75% 
of those professionals surveyed, repre
senting firms that gross over $1 billion 
in revenues, indicated that they had a 
significant understanding of the FT A. 
This is in stark comparison with only 
12% of the Canadians and a mere 1% 
of Americans (representing firms 
grossing under $100 million) who 
reported that they had a significant 
understanding of the FT A. 

This lack of familiarity among 
professionals representing smaller 
organizations may be partially 
explained as a result of the markets 
they serve. For example, only about 
20% of the telecom vendors/service 
providers that reported revenues under 
$100 million indicated that they 
conducted business outside the home 
country. This finding is not all too 
surprising since many smaller busi
nesses have not had the resources to 
overcome the relatively high tariff 
barriers in effect prior to the passage 
of the Free Trade Act. However, a 
continued lack of awareness on the 
part of these businesses could prove to 
be detrimental to buyers and sellers 
alike, in both countries, if this were to 
persist. Combating this lack of 
awareness has been an agenda item for 
the International Chamber of Com
merce and the U.S. Department of 
Commerce which have both been 
actively trying to promote interest in 
potential exporters by conducting a 
persuasive educational campaign. 
This has also been the case in Canada, 
as evidenced by similar publications 
issued by Canada's Office oflnterna
tional Trade Administration. 

It was conclusive that primary 
sources of information about the FT A 
differed by country (Figure 4). In 
Canada 70% of the respondents cited 

Figure 3 - Perceived Knowledge of Free Trade Act as Measured 
by the Size of Organization 
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print media as their primary source of 
information, with broadcast media 
coming in second at 48% and, perhaps 
somewhat surprisingly, government 
publications placed third at 28%. The 
Canadian government was openly 
criticized by some as doing too good 
a job at communicating its views on 
the Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agree
ment. These critics point to glossy 
publications, publicity campaigns, and 
voluminous supporting documenta
tion, as "propaganda" directed at 
winning over the general public, with 
an all out frontal assault, while, at the 
same time, "drowning out" the 
opposition. In appears that the 
Canadian government's strategy did, 
however, seem to pay off, considering 
the significant number of Canadian 

telecom professionals reporting that 
they relied on government produced 
publications as a primary source of 
information on the FT A. 

In the United States the print media 
and broadcast media were ranked first 
and second, garnering responses of 
50% and 24% respectively. The third 
place in the U.S. belonged to Trade 
Associations (e.g., ICA, NATA) who 
apparently did a commendable job 
communicating details about theFT A 
to their respective membership. In all 
five response categories, however, the 
Ameijcan survey respondents lagged 
behind their Canadian counterparts 
with respect to their tendency to draw 
upon multiple sources of information 
concerning the Free Trade Agreement. 

Figure 4 - Primary Sources of Information on Free Trade Act 
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From these results it can be 
concluded that Canadian telecommu
nications professionals on the whole 
are more informed and, consequently, 
perhaps in_a better position to take 
advantage of the changes in trade 
policy between the two countries. The 
fact that, by and large, the majority of 
American telecommunications 
professionals relied solely on media 
coverage, raises some concerns as to 
the preparedness of U.S. companies to 
take the necessary steps for ensuring 
some degree of success in penetrating 
the nascent Canadian telecom market. 
While the broadcast media is undoubt
edly valuable for current event 
coverage by providing timely details 
in a condensed format, they most 
certainly do not approach the depth or 
detail required to make far reaching 
business decisions. This apparent 
disparity between U.S. and Canadian 
organizations, becomes even greater 
when examining responses to the 
survey question which asked if the 
respondent's organization performed 
an impact study on the implications of 
the FT A (Figure 5). Almost 30% of 
the Canadians, answering the survey, 
reported having conducted such an 
impact study compared with 15% of 
the Americans. Those industries 
leading the pack, in terms of conduct
ing impact analysis, included: tele
com vendors/service providers (26% ), 
transportation companies (22%), 
manufacturers (19%) and government 
agencies (18%). Transportation 
companies should come as no surprise 
considering their reliance on telecom
munications. 

Figure 6 includes a number of key 
comparisons between U.S. and 
Canadian survey respondents by 
comparing their relative agreement or 
disagreement with a list of fifteen 
possible FT A outcomes. It can be 
seen that "Applying New Technolo
gies," "Attracting New Competition," 
"Establishing New Supply Sources," 
and "Entering New Markets" rank 
high on the list of expectations of 
professionals on both sides of the 
border. This contrasts markedly with 
those perceived outcomes that elicited 
strong disagreement by the majority of 
respondents, including: "Closing 
Plants/Branches," "Divesting Opera
tions," "Undertaking }<'inancial 
Restructuring" and "Acquiring/ 
Merging with Other Companies." 

It is not surprising that neither U.S. 
nor Canadian telecom professionals 
foresaw a great need to offer new 
products and/or services simply due to 
the FT A. First of all, the North 
American marketplace is largely 
homogeneous when it comes to 
telecommunications equipment. 
Unlike Japanese and European 
manufacturers, which often need to 
redesign their PBX and Central Office 
switching systems to accommodate the 
nuances of the North American 
market, the high degree of integration 
of the Canadian and American telecom 
equipment markets render this 
extremely expensive and often time 
consuming endeavor unnecessary. 
Furthermore, telecom products sold in 
the United States by the largest 

Figure 5 - Impact Study Performed on Implications of Free Trade Act 
As H Applies to Your Organization 

Canada USA 

1m No 
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Canadian telecommunications manu
facturer, Northern Telecom, Inc., are 
actually manufactured in the U.S.A. 
A by-product of this "rationalization" 
of the company's production facilities, 
has been a tendency for Northern 
Telecom to shed its image of being a 
"Canadian" company but rather a 
North American company. These 
types of identity conflicts will un
doubtedly become even more readily 
apparent as joint ventures between 
international companies are con
fronted. 

A second reason why professionals 
perhaps did not anticipate the need to 
offer new products and/or services is 
that the FT A does not apply to basic 
telecom service, which constitutes the 
lion's share of existing telecommuni
cations related services. The FT A 
does, however, apply to enhanced 
telecom services like videotex and 
value added networks (Vans) which 
are both high potential growth areas. 
However, the service market is less 
tangible and much more niche oriented 
than the equipment segment. 

Another interesting finding 
concerns the aspect of lowering 
telecom product prices as a result of 
the FTA. Overall, only 26% of U.S. 
respondents and 20% of Canadians 
anticipated a lowering of telecom 
equipment prices. This may reflect the 
underlying sentiment that the U.S.A./ 
Canada currency exchange rate may be 
a greater barometer in terms of the 
resulting consumer product prices than 
merely the abolishment of import 
tariffs. It is perhaps anticlimactic to 
note that, when analyzed independ
ently from the rest of the universe of 
survey respondents, telecom vendors/ 
manufacturers/service providers are 
less optimistic than the average non
telecom organization when it comes to 
forecasting price decreases. For those 
representing telecom related organiza
tions, as a group, only 16% felt that 
product prices would fall as a result of 
theFT A versus 30% of the non
telecom respondents. 



Figure 6- Likelihood of the ~olfowing Actions 
as a Result of the Free Trade Agreement: 

1. Entering New Markets 

2. Offering New ProducVServices 

3. Lowering Product Prices 

4. Re-evaluating Product Lines. 

5. Attracting New Competition. 
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Figure 6 continued- Likelihood of the Following Actions 
as a Result of the Free Trade Agreement: 

9. Establishing New Supply Sources 

10. Applying New Technologies 

11. Reorganizing Distribution Networks 

12. Acquiring or Merging Companies 

13. Divesting Operations 

14. Undertaking Financial Restructuring 

15. Increasing Firms Profitability 
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Much of the fanfare surrounding 
the Canada-U.S.A. Free Trade Act had 
to do with the ~hetoric embellished by 
the Free Trade advocates who argued 
that job creation, increased exports for 
domestic companies, greater econo
mies of scale and the ability to expand 
into potentially very profitable 
markets would result from this historic 
bilateral trade agreement Likewise, 
the anti-free traders, largely confined 
to Canada, were quick to point to less 
positive outcomes, like possible plant 
closings and/or high tech migrations 
across the border, greater dependency 
on another country's regulatory 
policies, (particularly the unsettling 
deregulatory and openly competitive 
policies that characterizes the U.S. 
telecommunication industry). 

I 

Neither of these polar views on the 
likely outcomes of the Free Trade Act, 
however, seem to be shared by the 
majority of the survey respondents. 
For example, in response to a state
ment asking what the likelihood of 
plants and/or branches closing as a 
result of theFT A enactment, only a 
mere of 4% of Americans and 11% of 
Canadians surveyed tQought this was 
probable. Likewise only 6% of the 
Americans and 11% of the Canadian 
professionals believed that divesting 
part of their compl!!IY 's operations was 
very likely. Both the Ameriean and 
Canadian survey participants were 
slightly more optimistic, 16% and 
20% respectively, concerning the 
possibility of acquiring or merging 
with aq established company located 
across the border. Given the number 
of mergers/acquisitions in the telecom 
industrY this response is not all too 
surprising. 

Another interesting comparison 
involves the percentage of the U.S. 
and Canadian survey participants that 
feel the FT A will result in greater 
exp<)rt opportunities versus increased 
imports. While 37% of the Americans 
and 34% of the Canadians agreed that 
increased exports were likely, 25% of 
the Americans and 35% of the 
Canadians also felt that the FT A 
would increase the nuinber of imports 
as well. This of course is the very 

essence of what a bilateral trade 
agreement is all about, and, if con" 
sumer actions follow opinion, this 
would certainly put an end to those 
arguments that claim the FT A is 
largely one-sided. It must be noted, 
however, that the majority of respon
dents in both cou~tries did not feel 
that either increased imports or exports 
would ensue. 

The greatest consensus on both 
sides of the border appears to surround 
the likelihood that both U.S. and 
Canadian organizations will establish 
new supply sources, continue to apply 
new technologies as they become 
commercially available, and, to a 
lesser degree, reorganize their distribu
tion networks as a result of the FT A. 
The survey found that 57% of the U.S. 
professionals and 62% of the Cana
dian professionals were in agreement 
concerning the establishment of new 
supply sources. This finding bodes 
well not only for the telecom equip
ment manufacturers, but perhaps even 
more so for those highly specialized 
service companies that are prepared to 
aggressively pursue the high potential 
enhanced services and computer 
services market Since theFT A does 
not pertain to existing telco/vendor 

) procurement policies or supplant 
authorized monopolistic practices, 
where they are deemed necessary, the 
probability that AT & T will make 
significant inroads in the highly 
profitable Canadian central office 
switching system market is highly 
unlikely. Since Bell Canada controls 
over 60% of the Canadian marketplace 
for basic telephone service and since 
Northern Telecom supplies Bell 
Canada with approximately 85% of its 
equipment requirements, the outlooks 
for supplanting this "favored child" 
arrangement is not considered very 
likely. This may be even less likely in 
light of the recent agreement between 
the Alberta Telephone Company and 
Northern Telecom, whereby Northern 
Telecom will assure responsibility for 
the enhancements to central office 
switching equipment that was previ
ously supplied by Microtel, a Cana
dian based manufacturer of switching 
equipment. 

However, in both Canada arid the 
, U.S. the enhanced telecom-communi

cations and computer services indus
tries are largely unregulated. Article 4 
of the FT A ensures that neither 
country will introduce new measures: 
that are inconsistent with the nature of 
the agreement. This effectively serves 
to maintain and support the develop
ment of an open and competitive 
market for the provision of enhanced 
telecom and computer services. 
Consequently it should follow that 
those firms that have the greatest 
opportunities for increased 
marketshare are the niche companies 
specializing in areas like videotex, 
voicemail/electronic mail, database 
services, and providing intelligent 
network services. As previously 
indicated, the FT A provisions were 
very future-oriented and all pre
existing regulatory/policy measures 
had been "grandfathered" to avoid a 
less than graceful transition. 

I 
There was a moderate degree of · 

expectation in both Canada (48%) and 
the U.S. (39%) that profits are likely 
to increase as a result of theFT A. 
These figures are perhaps on the 
conservative side since over a third of 
the organizations, represented in the · 
survey, currently have operations in 
only one of the two countries. If we 
excluded those companies that operate 
entirely within the U.S. or Canada the 
expectations change significantly, with 
71% of the Canadian and 65% of the 
U.S. organizations anticipating 
increased profitability as a result of the 
FTA. 

Figure 7, graphically illustrates the 
composite survey responses to a series 
of eight "opinion type" statements 
using the same scale as with the 
previous set of survey responses. The 
first statement seeks to measure the j 

degree of domestic affiliation as it 
relates to an organization's procure
ment tendencies. Participants were 
queried as to their perception that thyir 
telecom needs are better served by a! 
domestic supplier. Both Americans; 
and Canadians responded almost : 
identically with the majority in both 
countries, (55%) USA and (56%) 
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Figure 7- Extent to Which You Agree or Disagree 
With the Following Statements: 

USA 

Strongly 
Agree Agree 

Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Undecided 

Canada -c=J 
I!IIB 
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1. Telecommunications needs are 
better served by a domestic supplier. 

2. Organization will need to reevaluate 
its telecom suppliers. 

3. Regional Telecom suppliers are more 
attuned to business needs. 

4. Greatest impact of FT A will be felt 
during the next 2 years. 

5. North American Telecom suppliers 
should not be subject to import tariffs. 

6. USA and Canada need to eliminate 
remaining trade barriers before the 
Europeans do so in 1992. 

7. There is too much regulation of the 
Telecom Industry. 

8. There are some domestic Telecom 
suppliers that will probably go out of 
business as a result of FTA. 
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Canada, taking a negative posture 
toward this assertion. This finding 
bodes particularly well for Canadian 
and American telecommunication 
suppliers who are interested in 
expanding their markets but have not 
yet conducted business in the other 
country. 

However, in neither country, U.S. 
(29%) or Canada (28%) did the 
majority feel it necessary to reevaluate 
their existing telecom suppliers. This 
may, at first glance, seem contradic
tory when considering that a majority 
of both American (57%) and Canadian 
(62%) respondents answered affinna
tively that they would likely establish 
new supply sources. However, given 
the scope of the FT A and in light of 
the fact that it does not apply to basic 
telecom service, the composite 
response elicited is consistent with a 
previous conclusion drawn. This prior 
conclusion was that new supply 
sources would most likely involve 
enhanced telecom and/or computer 
services. Consequently, existing 
telecom suppliers would not be 
significantly affected simply by the 
FT A's elimination of tariffs. 

The respondents were also sur
veyed as to their inclination toward 
relying on established regional 
telecom suppliers. Since there are a 
large, but declining number of telecom 
distributors on both sides of the 
border, in addition to the regional Bell 
holding companies in the U.S., and a 
number of smaller independent 
telecoms in Canada, this was an 
attempt to measure the attraction of 
local distributionships. In both 
countries, approximately a third of the 
parties feel that regional suppliers 
could, in fact, respond more favorably 
to business needs (32%) U.S.A. and 
(35%) Canada. This finding was 
further segmented by geographic 
location with 47% of those respon
dents residing in Quebec and 42% of 
the respondents working in the U.S. 
Northeastern states felt that regional 
suppliers did in fact have a better track 
record when it came to satisfying their 
needs. 

Since the FT A provides for the 
phasing out of tariffs over a five year 
period on telecom and computer 
equipment, these respondents were 
asked if the largest impact of the FT A 
would be felt during the first two 
years. Again, survey participants from 
Canada (27%) and the U.S. (28%) 
responded nearly identically. When 
examined independently from the rest 
of the survey population, telecom 
vendors/suppliers/manufacturers were 
almost unanimously more long tenn 
oriented. Only 4% of the Canadian 
and 6% of the U.S. telecom related 
companies felt that the largest impact 
of theFT A would occur in years one 
and two. This lag between what the 
telecom vendors/suppliers and what 
the end users perceive is not all too 
uncommon. 

The next two statements attempt to 
measure overall support for the FT A, 
first as it relates just to telecom, and 
secondly as a matter of international 
significance. Most Canadians (61 %) 
and Americans (70%) were in favor of 
eliminating import tariffs while, at the 
same time, Canadians (66%) and 
Americans (77%) primarily concurred 
that it was necessary to eliminate 
remaining trade barriers before the 
Europeans do so in 1992. The 
changes taking place in European tele
communications have important 
implications for North American 
vendors and telecom professionals 
working for user organizations with 
European subsidiaries. The European 
Economic Community's (EEC) desire 
is to fully open the Customer Premise 
Equipment (CPE) market access by 
December 31, 1992. This represents a 
combined European market of 360 
million consumers - over 30% larger 
than the North American combined 
U.S./Canadian market of about 272 
million. From this survey it is 
apparent that North American telecom 
professionals, consumers and suppliers 
alike, are acutely aware of the signifi
cance of establishing regional trade 
blocks. 

The U.S. telecom market has been 
experiencing the effects of an evolu
tionary trend toward deregulation in 

all but local telephone service and this 
may change in the near future as local 
telecoms push for price caps in lieu of 
rate of return regulation and the cable 
TV industry squares off against the 
telephone companies. In Canada, 
however, the story is much different. 
The Canadian telephone and telex/ 
telegraph services are considerably 
less open that those in the U.S. but are 
still more open than in most of Europe 
(excluding perhaps the United King
dom.). To add fuel to the fire, a fiber 
optic channel crossing the Peace 
Bridge from Canada to Buffalo, New 
York is making Canadians even more 
aware of the possibility of open 
markets. 

In light of this dichotomy, telecom 
professionals were asked if they felt 
there was too much regulation of the 
telecom industry. Not surprisingly, 
76% of Canadian professionals felt 
there was too much regulation com
pared to 56% of U.S. professionals. 
Telecom users in Canada, largely 
those represented by the Canadian 
Business Telecommunications 
Alliance (CBTA), favored more 
competition, in long distance and 
private data communication services 
to widen their service options, while at 
the same time lowering their rates. It 
has been estimated that this group's 
costs for long distance switched 
services and private line data services, 
are respectively between 40% to 50% 
higher than their American counter
parts operating networks in the United 
States. This disparity underscores the 
Canadian survey respondents penchant 
for less regulation and more competi
tion, particularly with respect to 
switched services (i.e., long distance). 

The prospect for failure among 
domestic telecom suppliers as a result 
of the F.T.A. was viewed as much 
more likely by Canadians (43%) than 
by Americans (25%). This finding 
may reflect the relative size of the 
companies as well as the market niche 
that they address. Since many U.S. 
telecom companies may have a larger 
market to begin with, they may have 
greater resources at their disposal to 
withstand new competition, as 
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compared with their Canadian 
counterparts. On the other hand, the 
potential for increased market share 
could be much greater for the success
ful Canadian telecom market entrant 
than for a U.S. company eying a less 
sizeable market north of the border. 

Figure 8 indicates how often 
purchasing decisions are made outside 
the respondent's department Note 
that the results are comparable for 
both U.S. and Canadian organizations. 
It was evident that the survey respon
dents were, in fact, the primary 
decision makers when it came to 
actually electing and authorizing a 
telecommunications related procure
ment. 

Figures 9, 10 and 11 provide some 
demographic information relating to 
the survey respondents. Almost half 
of the survey respondents were 
telecom managers/professionals. 
Overall 60% of the respondents (306) 
were from the U.S.A. and 40% were 
from Canada (205). There was a wide' 
representation among a variety of 
industries. It is interesting to note that 
telecommunications vendors/manu
factures/suppliers represented ap
proximately 20% of the survey 
responses with manufacturing running 
a close second and financiaVinsur
ance/ banking rounding out the top 
three. In total there were over 1200 
surveys mailed out, with an overall 
response rate of over 40%. This 
extremely high response rate was 
largely attributable to the tremendous 
support provided by the ICA, CBTA, 
and NAT A organizations. Their 
combined memberships accounted for 
over 90% of the surveys distributed. 

SURYEY CONCLUSIONS 

Although the U.S.-Canada Free 
Trade Agreement is complex, com
prehensive, and applies to virtually all 
economic sections, its potential 
impact.on telecommunications should 
not be taken lightly. The long-term 
impact of theFT A on telecommunica
tions, according to the majority of 
survey respondents, is both positive 
from an economic standpoint, as well 
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Figure 8- How Often Are Decisions Made Outside Your Department 
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as from a social perspective. It is 
apparent from the survey responses, 
that if nothing else, the FT A has set the 
wheel in motion for eventually 
eliminating all remaining "electronic 
boundaries" between the world's 
largest trading partners. 

The survey respondents provided a 
clear picture that although the procure
ment of telecom equipment will not be 
dramatically influenced by the FT A, 
the provision and access to various 
telecom related services is likely to be 
greatly enhanced. Both users and 
service providers clearly responded 
that increased competition in this area 
of telecom services is likely to result in 
several new niche markets, that will 
spring up on both sides of the 49th 
parallel. 

It was also clear from the compos
ite picture drawn, from over 500 
survey responses, that Canadian 
telecom professionals are more likely 
to seek additional relief from govern
ment regulation and constrained 
competitive markets as compared with 
their U.S.A. counterparts. Although 
the FT A was seen as a positive act of 
international diplomacy the agreement 
did little if anything to curb Canadian 
telecom users' appetite for competi
tion in basic telecom services includ
ing switched long distance and private 
line services. However, this is 
perceived as being of a domestic 
nature and not within the purview of a 
bilateral trade agreement between two 
neighboring countries. 
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Furthermore, telecommunications 
providers/manufacturers on both sides 
of the border did not anticipate that a 
price cutting war would ensue, as has 
been the case in the PBX marketplace 
in the U.S.A. since divestiture, but 
rather that some modest price reduc
tions could be expected at best 
Telecom users, however, in general 
represented a more aggressive posture 
in their projection of anticipated price 
cutting as a result of the FT A. 

Figure 10 ·Country Where 
Survey Respondent Is Located 
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Canadians and Americans both felt 
strongly that, as a result of the FT A, 
both countries will be in a stronger 
position to deal with the European 
Communities 1992 initiative (as it 
applies to telecom related services). 
Furthermore, users and service 
providers from both countries felt 
strongly that theFT A was an impor
tant precedent for bilateral negotiating 
with other countries, particularly those 

counties participating in the current 
Uruguay round of General Agreement 
on Tarriffs and Trade (GATT) 
negotiations. 

The prospect of applying new 
technologies as an outcome of the 
FT A was overwhelmingly supported 
by both users and vendors/service 
providers from the U.S. and Canada. 
This could prove to be a volatile 
aspect of the FT A since no attempt 
was made to precisely delineate the 
basic versus enhanced telecom 
services issue. As new technologies, 
like mobile data communications, 
become more prominent it will 
undoubtedly force the regulatory 
bodies (Canadian Radio and Telecom
munications Commission (CRTC), 
Federal Communication Commission 
(FCC)) to make a clear cut distinction 
between what differentiates an 
enhanced telecom service from a basic 
service. 

It was less clear from analyzing the 
survey responses what the future holds 
for the North American Telecommuni
cations market as it pertains to 
industry mergers, divestitures, 
acquisitions and strategic alliances 
among telecom related companies. 
The FT A, for example does not alter 
the Canadian Government's restriction 
on a maximum of 20% foreign 
ownership of "Type 1" or basic 
telecom service providers. This 
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restriction, however, does not apply to 
"Type 2" carriers, which are those 
service providers who do not own the 
underlying transmission facilities but 
rather provide added value or en
hanced capabilities for their custom
ers. 

It is likely that strategic alliances 
will continue to be formed particularly 
between North American telecom 
industry leaders like Northern Tele
com, AT&T, and Mite! with the major 
computer companies including DEC, 
Hewlett Packard, Apple, Unisys and 
IBM. The very fact that computers 
and telecommunications are becoming 
increasingly more interdependent is 
undoubtedly the single largest reason 
for these strategic alliances but the 
FTA may help by adding some fuel to 
the fire. In fact, just recently Northern 
Telecom and IBM forged an agree
ment where these two companies will 
work on integrating their flagship 
products. 

In summary, this survey brought to 
light a very pragmatic picture of the 
much ballyhooed Free Trade Agree
ment Telecom users and vendors/ 
service providers alike responded with 
a generally optimistic perception of 
the Ff A. This was tempered with an 
understanding that this historical 
agreement largely reaffirms the status 
quo between these two countries as it 
pertains to telecommunications. Yet, 
only the future can tell what will really 
happen during the next decade and 
beyond. However, one outcome that 
is assured is that telecommunications 
will remain a key component in the 
economy of both Canada and the 
United States . .O. 
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CONTRIBUTION • 
"More 
Meaningful 
Applications 
of Computer 
Technology 
in Non
Traditional 
Courses" 
BY 

RICHARD HAVRANEK 

Q ne of the major reasons why 
many companies haven't been achiev
ing improvements in productivity as a 
result of installing business computers 
has been explained as follows: 

.. . The large payoffs come not from 
increasing the efficiency with 
which people perform their old 
jobs, but from changing the way 
work is done. 

In upbeat stories that some 
managers tell about computers and 
productivity, two themes recur. 
One, work is done differently from 
the way it was done in precom
puter days. Two, getting there 
took time. (Bowen)Cl> 

These themes provide the founda
tion for many of the directions taken in 
business school curricula. Forward 
looking aspects of the business 
program at the Institute of Technology 
received widespread attention in 1987 
at the North American Conference of 
the International Business School 
Computer Users Group, which was 

held at Flint, Michigan. At that time, 
certain innovative changes made in 
personnel courses at the Institute were 
described in some detail in a conference 
paper.<2> The paper also described a 
scenario for helping to bridge the gap 
between academia and the small 
business community. Key points of this 
scenario included: 

a. Modifying classroom curricula 
for management courses to 
address the core functional 
areas with a view toward 
integrating computer based ca
pabilities to do work "differ
ently from the way it was done 
in precomputer days." 

b. Providing an opportunity for 
students to use software which 
not only supports functional 
area aspects of classroom 
objectives but also provides the 
flexibility necessary to respond 
to individual workplace 
requirements. 

c. Extending the basic pedagogy 
to a sequence of courses to 
provide continuity and closure. 

d. Bridging the gap between the 
academician and the practitio
ner by extending these class
room developed capabilities to 
the members of the small 
business community through 
temporary internship programs 
and consultation efforts. 

OPERA TIONALIZING THE 
CONCEPT 

During the ensuing two years 
significant progress has been made in 
operationalizing the concepts discussed 
in the original paper. This article will 
briefly describe these accomplishments 
and provide a limited assessment of 
results. 

Some of the major human resource 
management areas providing challenges 
for business organizations are: 

a. Effective planning, 
b. Complying with government 

legislation, 
c. Administering efficient and 

effective pay programs, and 
d. Taking realistic approaches 

which address both the quali
tative and quantitative aspects 
of labor management relations. 
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Senior corporate officials now 
recognize the importance of human 
resource management in successful 
responses to challenges in areas such 
as strategic planning and productivity 
issuesY> On numerous fronts the 
introduGtion of computer technology 
into the :workplace is causing dramatic 
changes to the conduct of traditional 
management practices. These changes 
extend beyond the quantitative and 
technical areas and are already demon
strating their efficacy in areas such as 
human resource management. 

Until recently, these applications 
required the use of large mainframe 
computers or contracting these services 
from an organization which specialized 
in the area. For years, many small 
firms found that that was not economi
cally feasible to invest in computeriza
tion. Now these same firms find the 
capabilities of many personal comput
ers provide an opportunity to achieve 
computer capabilities within affordable 
costs.<4> 

Accordingly the focus in the 
curriculum has been on Personal 
Computers (PCs) rather than main-

. frames. The concepts though, are not 
"hardware bound" and are equally 
applicable to mainframe applications. 
A series of PC projects used in the 
introductory course in human resource 
management <S&6> provide realistic 
exercises in these, as well as many of 
the other traditional areas of personnel 
management. The realism is enhanced 
by an interesting combination of: 

a. Actual problems (questions) 
personnel managers face on a 
day-to-day basis; 

b. Use of raw data which reflects 
that which would be found in 
an authentic organization 
(actual numbers and types of 
people, financial data, per
formance data, etc.); 

c. Integration of the spreadsheet 
methodology offered in 
commercially available 
software. 
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In this way the projects provide an 
opportunity for the students to manipu
late actual data employing and testing 
concepts covered in the text. That is, he 
or she acttially sees the concepts 
operationalized. These practical 
experiences go a long wax~:to bridge the 

.~. 

gap between the classrgpqi and the work 
place. Another advan~ge~is that the 
spreadsheet software being used in this 
class, is also being used in numerous 
other courses (which most business 
students also take). This is providing an 
"interdisciplinary" familiarity with the 
software. As this cadre of students 
move into the workplace they will bring 
with them valuable insights into the new 
way of doing work suggested above by 
Bowen. 

RESULTS 

Results from these efforts have been 
measured on two fronts; acceptance of 
the technology and acceptance of the 
pedagogy. Student perception data has 
been collected from two of the recent 
classes using this nontraditional 
approach to human resource manage
ment (n=38). Figure 1 describes 
changes in the students' perceptions of 
their competency from the start to the 
end of the semester. Note that while 
less than one third of the sample 
considered themselves in the upper two 
brackets at the start of the semester over· 
two thirds rated themselves in this 
category at the end of the semester. 

Students comments on other 
dimensions of the course are listed in 
the following table. 

SELECTED COMMENTS 
(List results of Taking Courses) 

Comment Responding 

PC Projects A Waste of Time 0% 
Added Confidence with PC 72% 
Added Skill for Job Market 72% 
Added Skill for Other Courses 72% 
Motivate to Apply in Other Area 62% 
Cause to Avoid PC in Future 5% 
Wouldn't Avoid This Type Course42% 
Would Take Over Traditional 58% 

Possibly the strongest perception 
resulting from this effort was the 
relation students placed between the 
existing course experience and applica
tions to areas such as other courses and 
the job market. No one thought the PC 
projects (which played an important 
part in the coilrse) were a waste of time. 
Although one student indicated an 
avoidance to PCs iri the future, all class 
members indicated either they wouldn't 
avoid taking this type of course in the 
future or that they would prefer taking 
this type of course over more traditional 
(i.e., not application oriented) courses. 

Figure 1 - Computer Competency 

At Start of Semester At End of Semester 

Advanced 5% 
Advanced 10% 

Intermediate 26% 

Intermediate 59% 

Novice 41% 

Illiterate 28% Novice 31% 



ONGOING ACTIVITIES 

The data base is continuing to 
expand and and the investigator is 
analyzing more complex aspects of this 
direction in curriculum. However, 
initial responses from both the students 
and the faculty have been quite posi
tive. This "hands on" approach has 
been extended to other courses in the 
management curriculum with similar 
favorable results. For example, student 
prepared spreadsheets are being use~ to 
cost out, with extreme precision, the 
economic bases for simulated contract 
negotiations. In the college's compen
sation course, linear regression is used 
to determine wage policy lines that 
represent the best "fit" given the 
objectives of external and internal 
equity in a pay system. The heart of 
these activities track back to the PC 
projects that are the basis for the 
introductory human resource manage
ment course. 

Lastly, the college has extended this 
pedagogy to the small business commu
nity under the auspices of the School of 
Business and Public Management's 
"Management Assistance Center." For 
the past two years faculty and students 
from the Institute have been providing 
assistance to disadvantaged and 
women's business enterprises as part of 
a program supported by the New York 
State Department of Transportation. 
Examples of the new ways to get jobs 
done have been demonstrated by 
implementing programs to conduct the 
general ledger, accounts payable, 
payroll, and job costing;m and imple
menting office manager positions 
which include an orientation toward 
advanced technology job applications. cs> 

The rewarding aspect of these accom
plishments has been that they involved 
direct classroom to workplace applica
tions. 

THEFUWRE 

Hopefully, society has found the 
right way to get work done differently 
from the way it was done in precom
puter days. The investigator is continu
ing to monitor, assess and redirect 

efforts as necessary and warranted. As 
Bowen has pointed out previously, it is 
clear that getting there is going to take 
time. Q 
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CONTRIBUTION • 
"The 'Hardy' 
Personality: 
Overview and 
Appraisal" 
BY 

DR. JOANNE JOSEPH and 
AMY KELLEY 

The concept of "hardiness" was 
first coined by Kobasa and colleagues 
in the late 1970's. Their work was in 
response to a need to identify stress
resistant middle managers in a utility 
based company. Kobasa defines 
"hardiness" as: 

"a constellation of personality 
characteristics that function as 
a resistance resource in the 
encounter with stressful life 
events." (Kobasa, S. et al: 
1982, p. 168.) 

This personality construct has three 
main components: control, challenge, 
and commitment. An individual high 
in this personality construct is hypothe
sized to be both stress-resistant and 
goal-directed. Hence, a "hardy 
personality" is more likely to be 
physically and mentally healthy as well 
as generally successful and competent. 

The concept of "hardiness" is 
derived from the existential school of 
thought. According to the existential 
perspective, the major goal of human 
existence is personal meaning that 
comes from the ability to choose. 
Stress and life changing events are 
viewed as decision-making challenges. 
These decision-making challenges 
allow the individual to develop 
authenticity. In this context, authentic
ity refers to the appropriate and 
productive channeling of one's aware-
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ness and energies. Authenticity enables 
an individual to thrive in stressful 
environments. Inauthenticity results in 
stress-related illness because inauthen
ticity prohibits full personality growth. 
It is this basic conception of choice 
challenge and commitment that led 
Kobasa to propose the construct of 
hardiness. (Kobasa, 1979) 

COMPQNENT OF HARDINESS 

Kobasa defines challenge as: 

"the belief that change rather 
than stability is normal in life 
and that the anticipation of 
change are incentives to growth 
rather than threats to growth." 
(Kobasa et al., 1982, p. 170). 

Perceived in this way, change is 
interpreted as an opportunity for growth 
and development. Events that appear to 
have a negative consequence or a 
potential negative consequence can be 
construed as opportunities for self
development. For example, a job lay
off can serve as a motivator for getting a 
better job or developing another skill 
which would insure greater employabil
ity. 

A challenge orientation promotes 
cognitive flexibility and openness. 
Cognitive flexibility is one of the 
essential features of productive prob
lem-solving. As a result, a flexible 
thinker has the ability to generate more 
and better alternatives. This ability 
contributes to the stress-resistant and 
goal-oriented personality since such an 
individual is able to integrate incongru
ent experiences and fully use available 
resources. 

Commitment is defmed as: 

"the ability to believe in the 
truth, importance and interest 
values of what one is doing and 
the willingness to exercise 
influence or control in the 
personal and social situations 
in which one is involved." 
(Kobasa et al., 1982, p. 171). 

Kobasa argues that committed 
persons have a developed sense of 
purpose which lead them to identify 
with relevant events and persons. Com
mitments are stress inoculators and 
achievement motivators because they 
focus human energy toward goals. In 
times of adversity or task difficulty, a 
goal-oriented perspective motivates the 
person to persevere. An individual who 
lacks commitment is alienated from 



himself and others. In stressful times 
(s)he lacks the reasons for continuing 
and therefore is likely to "give-up." 

Control, the third component of the 
"hardy" personality is defined as the 
belief that personal destiny is the result 
of one's own efforts and attributes. 
Psychology refers to this attitude as an 
internal locus of control. The opposing 
attitude, referred to as an external locus 
of control is the belief that other or 
external conditions control one's fate. 

Internal locus of control has been 
studied quite extensively. (Lefcourt, 
1976). It has been generally found to 
relate to higher achievement levels and 
better health. (Rotter, 1966.) An 
internal locus of control person believes 
that taking charge of the situation will 
result in managing the stressor. Hence, 
an internal locus of control reinforces a 
sense of challenge and strengthens 
commitment. In contrast, an individual 
who is externally oriented will feel 
overwhelmed with the situation and 
develop a helpless/hopeless orientation. 
It is this latter attitude that is negatively 
correlated with positive health and 
achievement outcomes. (Seligman, 
1975.) 

Kobasa, Maddi and Couringtron 
(1982) argue that these three character
istics: challenge, commitment, and 
control are not mutually exclusive. 
They together convey the dimension of 
a hardy personality who when faced 
with a stressful life event will take 
charge of the situation, construe the 
stressor as a challenge, and work to 
bring resolution to the stressor that is 
consistent with commitment and goals. 

APPRAISAL OF THE HARDY 
CONSTRUCT 

Kobasa (1979), Kobasa, Maddi and 
Kahn (1982), and Kobasa and Puccetti 
(1983) have all shown that "hardiness" 
distinguishes between stress-resistant 
and non-stress resistant business 
executives. Other researchers and 
studies have identified a number of 
problems however, with the "hardiness" 
theory and research. (Funk and 
Houston, 1987; Hull, Van Treuvan and 

Virnelli, 1987). The concerns raised by 
these researchers include measurements 
of hardiness, the unitary vs. multi
dimensional quality of the concept, and 
the exact casual connection between 
hardiness and health. They conclude 
that hardiness is poorly measured and 
that the evidence regarding its casual 
connection to stress resilience is 
equivocal at best. Despite these 
objections, the research does clearly 
indicate a difference between hardy and 
nonhardy individuals, when hardiness is 
defined in terms of cognitive appraisal 
(Rhodewalt Zone, 1989) and/or 
involves individuals who are committed 
to goals. (Howard, Cunningham and 
Rechnitzer, 1986). Hence, while 
"hardiness" as a construct needs further 
methodological elaboration, the concept 
itself appears to be useful for the 
understanding of at least some of the 
aspects involved in stress-resilient 
behavior. What the research needs to 
explore is the adaptive mechanism 
behind the "hardiness" construct. The 
most recent studies (Rhodewalt and 
Zone, 1989, and Holt, Fine and 
Tollefson, 1987, and Allred and Smith, 
1989) have begun to address these 
issues either directly or indirectly by 
assessing the component aspects of the 
hardiness construct. Hardiness seems 
to have best predictive ability when it is 
conceptualized as a cognitive orienta
tion to view stressful situations in 
benign terms. Commitment to goals 
and a belief that one has the ability and 
resources necessary to meet the 
challenge of the stressful situation 
enhances the probability that an 
individual will engage in a positive 
appraisal of a stressful situation. It is 
this adaptive mechanism that might 
better identify the "hardiness" behind 
the hardy construct. n 
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C 0 N T R I B U T -1 0 N II 
"Major Issues 
and 
Challenges in 
Implementing 
a European 
Community 
Telecommuni
cations Policy 
by 1992" 

BY 

DR. EUGENE NEWMAN 

The proposed economic unifica
tion of the twelve member states 
comprising the European Community 
by 1992 is the most momentous change 
in Western European history since the 
Second World War. Although the 
Treaty of Rome which established the 
Community in 1957 had foreseen this 
eventual unification, it is only since 
1985 that decisive movement on the 
part of the member state governments 
and the European Commission in 
Brussels, has made this achievable. 
The globalization of the world econ
omy in the past decade, the rise of 
powerful east Asian competition, and 
the relative economic stagnation or 
decline of Western European econo
mies have all played their part in 
compelling European Community 
governments to complete economic 
unification according to a strict 
timetable. Other contributing factors 
are the relative decline of American 
economic and political power in the 
past decade, and the decline in the 
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perceived threat of the Soviet Union to 
Western Europe. A strongly unified 
European Economic Community must 
now represent its own political and 
economic destinies in an increasingly 
competitive world economy. 

The twelve member states of the 
European Community are the United 
Kingdom, France, West Germany, Italy, 
Ireland, Belgium, Holland, Luxemburg, 
Greece, Denmark, Spain and Portugal. 
Between 1957 and 1985, the Commu
nity created a relatively free market
place in labor, agricultural and manufac
tured goods, and capital. The three most 
notable Community programs created in 
these years were the Common Agricul
tural Policy (CAP); a development fund 
to invest in decayed inner cities and 
improverished rural areas; and an 
interbank currency, the European 
Currency Unit (ECU), to value goods 
and services of member states for 
purposes of trade and contribution levies 
of member countries to the European 
Community budget. 

A series of decisions taken by the 
executive branch, or the Community, 
the European Commission; the Euro
pean Parliament in Strassburg; and 
within the individual governments of the 
twelve member states since 1985 has 
committed the Community to mostly 
complete economic unification by 
December 1992. This paper will inves-

ligate the telecommunications policies 
of the European Community. The uni
fication and modernization of the net
works of the twelve state-owned tele
communications authorities (called Post 
Telegraph and Telephone Authorities, 
or PTfs) is a central policy goal of the 
European Commission. Modem tele
communications networks are viewed 
as the infor-mation backbone for 
innovation in European Community 
business devel-opment, growth in 
services industries employment, and as 
a vehicle for Com-munity industrial 
policies in international trade (in 
services and equipment). 

The value of the European commu
nity telecommunication industry is 
impressive. It accounted for three per
cent of Community gross domestic pro
duct in 1987. It is foreseen that it will 
rise to seven percent by the year 2000. 
The annual monetary value of telecom
munications equipment and services 
produced by the twelve mem-ber states 
is 98 billion ECU (about $115 billion), 
25% of the world's telecommunications 
industry value. Unification and 
innovation in this field is, therefore, not 
only a spur to productivity in other 
industries, it is, itself, a major industry 
with global growth potential.<1> 

The Commission outlined its 
proposed reordering of European 
telecommunications in the Green Paper 



of June 1987. This is a bold plan to 
deregulate the state-owned PTf 
networks, create uniform technical 
standards and tariffs, encourage 
competition in customer terminal 
equipment, and value added and 
information services. The P'ITs would 
be restricted to providing basic voice 
services, and their regulatory admini
strations would be strictly separated 
from their operations management 
Finally, the European Commission 
would elaborate on the Treaty of Rome 
commercial provisions in order to create 
centralized enforcement of the proposed 
new order in telecommunications.CZ> 
The Green Paper was approved, with 
modifications, by the Council of 
Ministers of the European Community 
in June 1988, and by the European 
Parliament in December.(3) 

The year 1989 witnessed consider
able progress and controversy in 
implementation of the Green Paper's 
recommendations. The implementation 
is controversial, because it challenges 
traditional concepts of state sovereignty 
and the historical monopoly of Euro
pean telecommunications authorities. 
In the course of creating a European 
Community telecommunications 
network, the European Commission is 
in fact creating new federal powers for 
itself. By 1992, the political authority 
of Brussels as the capital of the Com
munity will be greatly enhanced. That 
authority is already strengthened by the 
existence of 23 active Directorate Gen
eral administrations, each with specific 
policy and planning responsibilities for 
the Commission. The Directorate Gen
eral administrations concerned with 
monopoly and competition (DG IV) and 
telecommunications and innovation 
(DG XIII) will become especially 
influential in Community activities. 

There are seven major related issues 
and challenges facing the successful 
completion of network unification by 
December 1992. The first three are 
together called Open Network Provision 
(ONP). These three are uniform tariff 
and usage principles, technical stan
dards, and network access provisions 
for telecommunications users and 
competitive data service suppliers. The 

other four challenges are: a timetable 
for introducing competition incus
tomer premise equipment and data 
services, Community telecommunica
tions trade policies with non-Commu
nity countries (e.g., the United States), 
limits on the activities of the P'ITs, and 
the creation of an effective dispute 
resolution mechanism. 

The specifics of the Open Network 
Provision are complex, but all concern 
loosely defined themes referred to as 
"harmonization," "fair treatment," and 
"nondiscrimination" in the provision of 
quality private leased lines and access 
to the P1T network for competitive 
suppliers of enhanced and information 
services. ONP is therefore the gateway 
to competition in services. It is, 
however, difficult to ascertain what is 
the fair price for private lines and 
competitive access, because European 
P'ITs themselves do not know what the 
real costs are. A century of monopoly 
has brought them to this point of 
marketplace innocence. 

Senior administrators in Directorate 
Generals IV and XIII and the U.S. 
Trade Representative's Office believe 
that lowest price harmonization for 
private network access and leased 
private lines will be created by compe
tition among the P'ITs themselves. 
Competitive suppliers and corporate 
users will then select the lowest priced 
P'ITs for access to the Community's 
320 million citizens.<4> However, 
enhanced and information services 
industry and legal profession observers 
in Washington and Brussels feel that 
the European Commission will have to 
guide the invisible hand of competition 
with more specific definitions of 
"harmonization," "fair treatment," and 
"nondiscrimination". <5> 

In June 1989, the Commission acted 
decisively to expedite the implementa
tion of ONP. It did this by using 
Article 90 of the Treaty of Rome which 
permits the Commission to issue 
directives implementing decisions 
previously taken by the Council of 
Ministers. This Article has been 
seldom used since 1957 because the 
Commission had relied on a general 

and gradual consensus among member 
states to implement Council policies. 
However, the pace of change for the 
1992 unification project requires 
expedited decision making and implem
entation of unification projects. 
Therefore, the Commission issued an 
Article 90 directive to implement ONP 
according to a strict timetable. The 
Commission justified its use of Article 
90 by claiming that it was merely im
plementing the Treaty of Rome's ex
isting rules and policies regarding mon
opolies and competition. This use of 
Article 90 is referred to as the Services 
Directive, because it concerns telecom
munications voice and data services. 

The Services Directive restricts the 
P'ITs monopolies to voice services 
only; resale of leased lines by private 
firms from January I, 1993 is to be 
permitted; mandatory publication of 
P1T technical standards is due by 
December 31, 1990; and expedited 
separation of regulatory authority from 
P1T operations activities is to begin in 
1990. The Services Directive comes 
into force in Aprill990. It boldly 
opens up the European Community 
network to the unregulated enhanced 
and information services industries, as 
well as the use of leased lines by 
private corporations for their own 
electronic data exchange.<6> 

The Commission had previously 
used Article 90 in May 1988 to create 
competition in the customer premise 
equipment market (private branch 
switches, modems, intelligent termi
nals, telephones, receive-only satellite 
terminals). Resistance to both direc
tives, especially the more recent 
Services directive, is strong. Commu
nity member states with liberal and 
competitive telecommunications 
policies, West Germany, Great Britain, 
Holland and Denmark, support the 
Commission's boldness. The other 
members (led by France) wishing to 
retain and extend the authority of the 
P'ITs, have appealed both directives to 
the European Court of Justice. The 
Court will make its decision in Spring 
1990. At issue is both the commitment 
of the Community to truly implement a 
unified and competitive telecommuni-
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cations policy according to timetable, 
and the federal enforcement powers of 
the European Commission itself.(7) 

The technical standards referred to 
in the Services Directive will be 
created by a new European Community 
standards body, the European Tele
communications and Standards 
Institute (ETSI). ETSI is presently 
formulating European standards based 
on the international technical standards 
already created by the long established 
International Telegraph and Telephone 
Consultative Committee (CCITT) of 
the International Telecommunications 
Union and the International Standards 
Organization (ISO). The Commission 
favors technical variations of already 
accepted international standards 
bodies, because these standards would 
create as large a global marketplace for 
Community telecommunications 
equipment manufacturers as possible. 
It is estimated that uniform ETSI 
standards would reduce costs of tele
communications equipment by 10%.<8> 

Due to the strength of European 
Community telecommunications 
manufacturing, and the size of its user 
marketplace, the Commission believes 
that ETSI standards will also be 
accepted by non-Community member 
states in Europe. The 12 member 
states of the Community already 
dominate the 26 member European 
Conference of Postal and Telecommu
nications Administrations (CEPT). It 
is therefore likely that CEPT will 
accept ETSI standards. 

The Commission has also financed 
an ambitious $2 billion research and 
development program called RACE 
(Research & Development in Ad
vanced Communications Technologies 
for Europe). RACE is designed to 
create a uniform broadband telecom
munications network infrastructure 
among the twelve Community states by 
1995. Combined with the ESPIRIT 
(European Strategic Program for 
Research & Development in Informa
tion Technology) program, RACE will 
create the transparent information 
backbone for efficient European bus-
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iness communications, and exponential 
growth in services sector employment 

The fourth issue related to successful 
completion of the network is competi
tion in customer premises equipment. It 
is probably the least controversial part 
of the Commission's 1992 telecommu
nications unification project. This area 
is already somewhat competitive within 
the larger European states, as is intelli
gent computer terminal equipment 
which can often be used to transmit both 
processed voice and data. By December 
1992, customer premise equipment is 
most likely to be fully deregulated 
including two-way satellite terminals. 

The fifth issue in implementing a 
European Community telecommunica
tions policy concerns trade in telecom
munications services and equipment 
with non-member states. This issue is, 
in fact, becoming an industrial policy 
area for the Commission. Some 
American government and business 
leaders already fear the creation of a 
"Fortress Europe" by 1992. There is as 
yet no clearly defined Commission 
policy on trade in equipment and 
services, but the debate within the 
Commission and the views of individual 
state governments and telecommunica
tions business leaders give an outline of 
the major problems requiring resolution. 

European leaders realize that the 
Community needs a liberal trade policy, 
because European production needs 
access to foreign markets. An important 
principle of trade policy will therefore 
be reciprocity. The Community will 
permit foreign telecommunications 
businesses to establish offices within 
Europe, if the same degree of freedom is 
permitted Community suppliers in 
foreign countries. The Community will 
be especially receptive to American 
companies which will provide hi
technology transfer. 

A specific area of concern for the 
Commission is reciprocal access to the 
equipment procurement practices of the 
American Regional Bell Holding 
Companies and AT&T, in exchange for 
American network equipment manufac-

turers' access to the procurement of 
European Community PTTs. The 
Commission would like the Regional 
Bell Companies and AT&T to purchase 
more network switching equipment 
from Community producers such as 
Siemiens of West Germany, Alcatel 
from France, and Plessey of Great 
Britain. AT&T has already anticipated 
this challenge by establishing joint 
manufacturing ventures with Italy's 
Italatel and Spain's Telefonica Re
gional Bell Holding Companies would 
also like to enter joint ventures with 
Community suppliers, but are inhibited 
by restrictions on manufacturing and 
joint ventures included in the Modified 
Final Judgement (MFJ) which broke up 
AT&T in 1984. The overseer of this 
settlement, Judge Harold Greene, has 
been slow to create exceptions to the 
MFJ, even in foreign marketplaces. 
Leading European and American 
telecommunications industry observers, 
however, believe that public network 
procurement reciprocity will become a 
cornerstone of European Commission 
trade policy with the United States. <9> 

A related trade issue is United States 
law which presently restricts foreign 
ownership of American local and long 
distance telephone companies, as well 
as federally allocated radio spectrum, to 
25%. Several European manufacturers 
would like to buy greater percentage 
shares in the Regional Bell Holding 
Companies, and in long distance 
carriers MCI and Sprint. This is 
another delicate trade issue which 
would require changes in American 
competition law from a protectionist 
Congress. <IOJ 

Whatever specific trade policies 
emerge from Brussels, they will have to 
be negotiated either bilaterally with the 
United States, or at the Multilateral 
General Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade (GATT) negotiations presently 
taking place in Uruguay. Of special 
concern to Directorate General XIII in 
Brussels is the growing protectionist 
tide in the American Congress as 
exemplified by the Omnibus Trade Act 
of 1988, and by the special U.S. Trade 
Representative, Ms. Carla Hills. The 



European Commission and Japan have 
already filed complaints with GATI 
protesting proposed American trade 
restrictions against them. <11> 

The sixth challenge to successful 
implementation of competition in 
European telecommunications by 1992 
are the competitive activities of the 
P1Ts. Most Commission and industry 
observers believe that it will be difficult 
to monitor and restrict the P1T admini
strations to the provision of voice only 
services. Consortia of several PTis 
have already been established to 
provide data transport and enhanced 
services. The most ambitious consortia 
thus far is France Telecom and West 
Gennany's Bundespost purchase of 
15% each of the private global data 
network provider Infonet. Belgium, 
Spain, and the Netherlands have 
·another 5% each, with Australia and 
Singapore also as minority equity 
owners. With a 37% share of the 
international data transport market of 
$69 million, Infonet already is the 
world's largest supplier of this service. 
With privileged access to European 
P1T local networks, it could, with the 
addition of enhanced services, offer 
stiff competition to private enhanced 
service suppliers both in Europe and the 
United States. 02> 

The challenge to the Commission is 
to prevent P1T consortia from stifling 
competition in enhanced and infonna
tion services. Directorate General IV in 
Brussels is not altogether opposed to 
some consortia competition, because 
this would lead to standardization of 
services and technologies. Neverthe
less, clear benefit to users must be seen, 
and there must be no cross subsidiza
tion of regulated voice revenue to the 
new deregulated data services. Finally, 
DG IV will not tolerate discrimination 
in network access against private data 
network companies by the P1Ts.<13> 

The final challenge to successful 
implementation of European Commis
sion telecommunications policy by 
1992 is the creation of a centralized and 
efficient dispute resolution procedure. 
At present disputes are referred to the 
European Court, to individual member 

states courts, and to the Council of 
Ministers which oversees the European 
Commission. Moreover, the European 
Commission itself would like to create 
policies through the Directorate Gen
eral Administrations involved with spe
cific areas of responsibility, and this 
could well lead to more confrontations 
with national authorities. In telecom
munications these policies and confron
tations would involve Directorate Gen
eral IV and Directorate General XIII. 

The twin issues of dispute resolution 
and federal policy creation by the 
Commission are related, and need to be 
resolved in 1990 if the ambitious Euro
pean telecommunications liberalization 
and unification policies are to be mostly 
completed by 1992. The constitutional 
and political implications of telecom
munications policies are nowhere better 
illustrated than in the 1992 Euro-pean 
Community unification project. n 
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CONTRIBUTION • 
"Revital iza
tion of the 
Nursing Skill
Collaboration" 
BY 

ANNE K. OBOYSKI, M.S. 
R.N. 

Nursing research makes multi
faceted skill demands upon the profes
sional. Without collaboration it 
necessitates a protracted period of 
individual preparation. Through the 
contribution of unique and overlapping 
skills to a collaborative group, one can 
launch oneself into nursing research 
before the mastery of every prerequi
site. 

The heritage of professional nursing 
in America was forged by strong, 
intelligent nurses who found the 
strength for high achievements not 
only from within, but also from each 
other. In an atmosphere of personal 
friendship and professional collabora
tion nursing leaders grew intellectually, 
refined their skillful art, supported each 
other and ventured out to accomplish 
their individual goals, as well as bear 
witness to mutual and shared philoso
phies. In "Feminist Friendships," 
Poslusney (1989) set the stage for this 
type of supportive, collaborative peer 
review. 

Pittman (1987) states " ... collabora
tive approach to research, although still 
in its infancy, is developing into a vital 
component of professional activity ... ". 
Krueger, et al. (1978) states similarly 
that the nursing profession cannot look 
only to its doctorally prepared nurses 
to conduct research, nor can the 
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profession wait until large numbers of 
nurses are doctorally prepared. 

Eight members of the School of 
Nursing faculty at SUNY Institute of 
Technology made the conscious 
decision to develop and carry out a 
collaborative research project. The title, 
"A Study of Beliefs About Caring in 
Nursing," was one of special interest to 
each participant, although individuals 
did project slightly different perceptions 
of this concept. 

SUNY Institute of Technology 
provides every opportunity for faculty 
growth and development. Dr. Ellen 
Coher, Dean of Nursing, demonstrated 
support for the faculty becoming 
involved in a collaborate research 
project, and to carry forward the 
resulting growth into individual re
search. College-wide support for 
modest research projects was further 
demonstrated by the College Foundation 
Faculty Grant Program. Application to 
this program was rewarded; College 
President, Dr. Peter J. Cayan, notified 
the group of a $1,600.00 award. 

The foundations for the information 
base was contributed by Dr. Kathleen 
Valentine, Ph.D., R.N., from her 
doctoral dissertation. A valid and 
reliable methodology was a strong and 
attractive asset. The sincere enthusiasm 

of Mary Wilde for the topic was a result 
of her personal exposure to leaders in 
this field at Wayne State University a 
short time before. Fred Parker, Peg 
Snyder and Lois Rockcastle were 
clearly motivated to enhance their 
knowledge and ability in research 
methodology. Cathryn Barns and 
Carole Kuzmack expressed their desire 
to be productive in scholarly activity 
and exercise their analytical expertise. 
This author felt a strong desire to work 
in collaboration with the faculty for 
many of the same reasons and soon 
found the actual process of the collabo
ration a strong attraction. It was often 
of equal, if not greater interest, to see 
how these enthusiastic, busy, caring and 
professional individuals carried out the 
tasks at hand. 

A time line fell into place smoothly 
in a spirit of volunteerism. Plans were 
made for ambitious deadlines and any 
individual hesitation was relieved by 
team encouragement and support. 
Specific activities were accomplished 
according to schedule, even when it 
meant that the responsibility had to be 
transferred to another team member. 
Faculty did not hesitate to substitute for 
one another when clinical responsibili
ties would have one out of town on that 
day. Goals were always kept in view 
and cooperation was consistently 
exercised. 



The principles of group dynamics 
explain specific roles which individuals 
play, yet this group found that members 
easily fulfilled several roles as the work 
progressed. One example occurred 
when the natural leader was not 
available. Another member would 
assume that function quite easily. 
When more than one viewpoint was 
presented, all aspects were discussed 
openly and a consensus would prevail. 

The article "Perils and Joys of 
Collaborative Research," (Lancaster, 
1985) acted as the inspiration for what 
is believed to be an original working 
model of this faculty collaboration. 
According to this model, the author 
feels that the six C's of collaboration 
became functional roles filled by the 
team members; yet roles which were 
not always fulfilled by the same 
individual. Contribution, 
Communication, Commitment, 
Consensus, Compatibility and Credit 
actually flowed from one team member 
to another as tasks, time, and schedules 
demanded. Hinkle and Turner (1986), 
after similar collaborative experiences, 
added the features of diplomacy and 
the art of compromise. 

The faculty team from SUNY 
Institute of Technology agrees that 
collaboration in nursing research is a 
valuable experience. At the conclu
sion of the first two phases of the study, 
the findings were presented to Omicron 
and Iota Delta Chapters of Sigma Theta 
Tau, the International Honor Society 
for Nursing. For that occasion each 
member of the team completed (for this 
author) a questionnaire which elicited 
their individual feelings and reactions 
to the collaborative effort. Each team 
member listed strong positive reactions, 
including feelings of professional pride, 
intellectual stimulation, accomplish
ment in a relatively short period of 
time, comradery, and support Other 
responses were similarly positive; 
"ability to share in research experience 
without total responsibility for the 
project" and "a positive introduction 
for a novice." In contrast, only two 
negative reactions were stated as 
follows: frustrated by computer "foul
ups," and hated "busting" computer 

cards. In spite of these reactions, all 
members realized that the computer was 
a necessary tool. 

Consultation was an early and 
enlightening step in the group process. 
Dr. Mary E. Duffy, Ph.D., R.N., adjunct 
faculty of the graduate program at the 
School of Nursing, added valuable 
advice based on her extensive experi
ence in qualitative research. (Duffy, 
1986). In an additional follow-up 
contact, Dr. Duffy suggested that the 
successful outcome of this group 
project was at least partially the result 
of group maturity. This opinion may 
have sparked some future investigation 
of that process, in addition to the 
group's existing plans. 

At present, the faculty group has 
several firm plans for continued 
activities based upon the results of this 
project. An article reporting the 
research findings will be developed by 
four members of the group: Kathleen 
Valentine, Mary Wilde, Lois Rockcastle 
and Carole Kuzmack. The remaining 
team members, Cathryn Barns, Fred 
Parker, Peg Snyder and this author plan 
to submit for consideration an article on 
collaborative process based upon the 
activities featured in the working model 
of this faculty collaboration, "The Six 
C's of Collaboration." One of the goals 
for each article will be to explain and 
promote the positive aspects of collabo
ration, a challenging, productive, 
rewarding opportunity to enhance the 
development of nursing knowledge. 
The participants of this collaborative 
research group encourage other faculty, 
staff, professional and personal friends 
to try collaborative research. As an 
introduction to the research process, the 
collaboration can be a very positive and 
rewarding investment. n 
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CONTRIBUTION • 
"Applied 
Theater" 
BY 

JOEL PLOTKIN 

Theater, the ancient art of 
imitated human interaction, seems to 
have arisen spontaneously in a variety 
of cultural settings, principally as a 
ritual activity designed for spiritual or 
cohesiveness purposes, such as divine 
placation, historic reinforcement, and 
cultural values education. During the 
two periods of Western history when 
theater had great cultural prominence 
-in fifth century B.C.E. Athens and 
in pre-Renaissance Europe- perform
ance was closely tied to worship, as 
well as civic duty. The secular popu
larity of theater during the Renaissance 
and Baroque periods moved the art 
away from these purposive roots, 
exchanging aesthetic, entertainment, 
and philosophic values (Note 1). 

In the 20th century, theater was 
replaced as the principal medium of 
enacted story-telling by film and 
television. But the history of commu
nication shows that supplanted media 
rarely disappear completely; instead 
they find and fill unique niches even as 
new technologies become popular and 
widely accessible. (Note 2) Theater is 
a stubborn entertainment presence, 
despite competition, attended by a 
small but devoted audience. 

In addition to the small but persis
tent presence of theater as an entertain
ment, some unusual applications of the 
art form have surfaced in recent years, 
revealing that certain of the communi
cation elements of this traditional 
medium retain cultural adaptiveness. 
Many theater techniques are used for 
non-entertainment purposes. The most 
notable are plausibly divided into 
several distinct categories: 
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1. Children's Theater 
2. Behavioral Science Relationships 
3. Human Dynamics Training 
4. Community Issues Education 

The first two areas have been the 
subject of extensive analysis, academic 
study, and practice. Theater for children 
has been a prominent activity and field 
of study for many years in the United 
States and more notably, in Britain and 
Europe. Two main trends exist: theater 
fill children (i.e., plays written for 
young audiences and performed by pro
fessionals) and theater activities 
performed Q.y_ children (most notably 
creative dramatics) (Note 3). 

In the behavioral sciences, theater 
exerts a particular fascination. Several 
trends are evident in this area of applied 
theater. Drama therapy is the most 
clearly identifiable- the use of theater 
training and presentation notions with 
institutionalized populations for the 
purpose of personal growth or healing. 
This trend includes Psychodrama, a 
licensed technique developed by J .L. 
Moreno (Note 4), and other forms of 
expressive therapy (overlapping with 
art, movement, poetry, and music 
therapy). Drama therapy utilizes both 
the empowerment inherent in perform
ance as well as imagination enhance
ment to help individuals and groups 
overcome blocks that may have inhib
ited previous curative or corrective 
efforts (Note 5). 

Actors train for their art with an 
eclectic mixture of psychophysical 
techniques. Using body and mind as 
instruments, actors have developed over 
the centuries a profound, though often 
uncodified, understanding of verbal and 
non-verbal communication. Whether 
by direct imitation or cultural borrow
ing, exercises which originated in actor 
training programs appear in many of 
the humanistic psychotherapies. 
Gestalt Therapy, Bioenergetics, and the 
Sensory Awareness Movement, for 
example, use improvisation, role
playing, fantasy techniques, sensory 
recall, and many of the theater games 
first described by Viola Spolin (Note 
6). In addition to the practical applica
tions of theater activities by therapists, 
the terminology of theater has been a 
useful metaphor for social scientists: 
role theory, transactional analysis, and 
social psychology all make use of 
dramaturgic language (Note 7). 

Many of the concepts from the 
human potential and sensory awareness 
movements have been adapted to group 
dynamics in corporate and organiza
tional settings. Group dynamics theory 
is enhanced by practice and role
playing; experiential education is vital 
to the success of attempts at organiza
tional change. Some trainers developed 
precise realistic simulation and role
playing experiences for trainees 
(usually professionals attending in
service workshops), "games" in which 



specific possible outcomes were 
planned in advance. (The development 
of computer technology and such 
devices as interactive videodisk led 
many of these trainers away from 
enacted roleplays.) Other consultants 
currently use a combination of scripted 
improvisation (with rehearsed actors) 
and trainee intervention to enrich the 
training experience. 

One such group, PACT Training, 
Inc., visited the SUNY Institute of 
Technology campus in April1989. 
PACT co-founders Joyce StGeorge 
and Francis Canavan point to the 
limitations of role-playing by inexperi
enced participants whose improvisation 
skills or language skills are not well 
developed. Even a skilled trainer or 
group leader cannot program all the 
realistic variables of situations. 
PACT's use of theater skills in human 
dynamics training has been highly 
successful, particularly in conflict 
resolution, intercultural awareness, 
sexism and racism sensitivity, and 
leadership training. Their use of this 
technique originated with the simula
tion of domestic conflict situations for 
police trainees. Intervention in these 
potentially volatile situations is both 
difficult and dangerous for police 
officers; rough scripting of these 
conflicts assists rookies in anticipating 
the unexpected (Note 8). 

Applied theater for community 
issues education refers to the use of 
plays as discussion starters or education 
tools. The form can be traced to the 
agit-prop (agitation-propaganda) plays 
of the 1930's, through the guerrilla and 
street theater of the 1960's: plays or 
short scenes designed to raise con
sciousness of political or social justice 
issues. (An even earlier example is the 
use of biblical lesson plays developed 
by the medieval church for education of 
the simpliciones, or uneducated 
peasants.) The effectiveness of theater 
in giving human vitality and entertain
ment value to social issues led other 
groups to adopt and adapt the tech
nique. Short scripts about child abuse 
and adolescent sexuality have been 
effective in educational settings as a 
way to encourage audience members to 
discuss some of their own issues. The 

Kids on the Block program, another 
SUNY visitor, uses large Bunraku-style 
puppets to introduce elementary school 
students to such issues as handicapped 
and retarded mainstreaming. The 
success of their initial programs has led 
to new presentations about alcoholism, 
drug abuse, and AIDS. Because the 
puppet provides a non-threatening 
"third person," young students can 
initiate dialogue with an openness that 
may be difficult with teachers or other 
authority figures (Note 9). 

The creation of state humanities 
agencies in the late nineteen sixties, 
following the lead of the National 
Endowment for the Humanities, made 
available funds for public awareness of 
humanities issues. Several state 
agencies funded projects to use plays 
created with the help of historians or 
policy experts. This use of theater for 
educational purposes is related to the 
pageant dramas, such as the outdoor 
Lost Colony performed in North 
Carolina, as well as the Living History 
actors who "live" in restored museum 
villages, playing the part of historical 
characters who respond "in character" 
to visitors' questions. A forerunner of 
this form is the Living Newspaper of 
the Depression-era WPA Federal 
Theater Program, in which a particular 
public issue was examined through 
scenes and documentary excerpts (Note 
10). 

Many of the historical references in 
this brief survey are tentative; the latter 
two areas, in particular, have not been 
the subject of academic scrutiny. Many 
of these uses of theater fall between 
several disciplines; survey and classifi
cation of different applications will 
reveal other connections and examples. 
Practitioners of these techniques also 
hope to build a body of research to 
substantiate their anecdotal impressions 
that the training and educational results 
of theater-based programs are unusually 
effective. Unusual niches for theater
based exercises will continue to 
proliferate because of the multi-dimen
sional communic'ation aspects attained: 
affective, cognitive, kinesthetic, and 
experiential learning goals . .Q 
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CONTRIBUTION II 
"Photonics: 
Technology 
and 
Appl ications" 

BY 

DR. SALAHUDDIN QAZI 

Introduction 

Photonics, a relatively new word 
in current literature, is derived from the 
word "photon" which is the quantum 
unit of light, when light energy is 
considered to behave like a discrete 
particle. Max Plank, in 1900, while 
explaining the controversy over the 
observed emission spectrum of black 
body, postulated that energy is emitted 
and absorbed in specific bundles called 
"quantas." Albert Einstein, in 1905, 
used this concept to explain photoelec
tric effect of light and called these 
quantas as photons. 

A recent dictionary of photonics 
published by Lauren Publishers defines 
it as: 

"The technology of generating and 
harnessing light and other forms of 
radiant energy whose quantum unit 
is the photon. The science 
includes light emission, transmis
sion, deflection amplification and 
detection by optical components 
and instruments, lasers and other 
light sources, fiber optics, electro
optical instrumentation, related 
hardware and electronics, and so
phisticated systems. The range of 
applications of photonics extends 
from energy generation to detec
tion, to communication and 
information processing. "(tl 
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Optics derived from the Greek word, 
"opsis" meaning eye, deals with the 
origins, propagation, and detection of 
light, including visible radiations as well 
as broad spectrum of electromagnetic 
radiation ranging from ultra-violet to far 
infra red. Greek philosophers held 
optics in a preeminent position and the 
Arab scientist Alhazan was devoted to 
bringing Greeks through to the Western 
World. His work on "optics" may 
represent the earliest true experimental 
apparatus for investigating the optical 
properties of matter. This was followed 
by centuries of investigation by Euro
pean scientists into the nature of light. 
It was not until the discovery of lasers in 
1960, that photonics, as we know it, was 
bom.C2.3> 

The field of photonics is extensive 
and with growing speed transforming 
the electronic age into the age of 
photonics. However, photonics and 
electronics cannot always be compared 
on a one-to-one basis, as it will ignore 
the functional advantages of the 
combination. With the exception of 
fiber optic communications, photonics is 
still in its infancy. 

Advantages and Aoolication of 
Photonics 

Light is electromagnetic waves of 
very high frequency, characterized by 

spatial, temporal and spectral distribu
tion. It can be polarized, squeezed and 
made coherent Due to the high 
frequency of light in the electromag
netic spectrum, it has much greater 
potential bandwidth and much larger 
information carrying capacity than 
electrons. As today's communications 
and computing systems are running into 
bit rate and interconnection bandwidth 
limits imposed by electronic technol
ogy, optics provide larger bandwidth, 
higher speed, immunity from electro
magnetic interference, inherent parallel
ism, and global interconnect capabili
ties. Therefore, photonics is expected 
to play a major role in increasing the 
power of information processing 
technology far beyond the capability of 
all electronic systems. 

Photonics has many wide ranging 
commercial and military applications 
including instrumentation in every 
branch of engineering. It has already 
been used successfully in applications 
like fiber optic communications, video 
conferencing, compact disks, laser 
printers, synthetic aperture radar 
processors, signal correlators, spectrum 
analyzers, antenna beamforming, 
sensors, and many others. Those 
receiving the greatest attention cur
rently are optical telecommunications, 
optical computing and signal process
ing, sensor technology, optical storage, 
and display. c4> 



Qptical Telecommunications 

Fiber optics communications is 
frrmly established for long-distance and 
moderate distance, point to point 
telecommunications because of the 
large bandwidth, the greater distance 
between repeaters, and the freedom 
from electrical interference. It is 
predicted that by early in the next 
century, essentially all telecommunica
tion signals (voice, data, and video) 
both long distance and exchange loop 
will be carried by optical fibers.cs> 

With the success of the fiber optic 
(optical) transmission, there has been 
much discussion on how optical circuits 
could be directly switched without the 
need for first converting the signal into 
electrical form. This is important 
because the total information capacity 
of the network should not be limited by 
the switch that provides connectivity. 
Optical transmission systems and 
optic~ (photonic) switching systems 
are expected to advance the develop
ment of integrated communication 
systems consisting of narrow band 
information services and high speed 
data and video information services. 
Photonic switching is rapidly becoming 
an area of key interest. Recently 
optically controlled switching devices 
have been developed which have 
switching potential at rates in the range 
of 1 Tera (1012)Hertz. In addition, 
photonic switching fabrics are expected 
to foster entirely new network architec
tures to facilitate the transfer of voice, 
data, and image services. C6> 

It is also an accepted fact now that 
the fiber will reach the doorstep of 
millions of Americans by the mid-
1990's. Services to homes may include 
multinational television, frame shifted 
broadcast, viewer interactive television, 
single frame video, and demographi
cally tailored programming and 
advertising. m 

Optical Computing and Signal 
Processing 

The distinction between optical 
signal processing and optical comput
ing is arbitrary and sometimes either 

method is applicable to solving a given 
problem. Their origin dates back to the 
nineteenth century in certain theoretical 
roots of Fourier transform and spatial 
filtering. Over the years, at least four 
distinct branches evolved into analog 
computing, image processing (using 
spatial filtering of coherent light) signal 
processing (using accousto-optical 
devices) pattern recognition (using 
matched filters), and matrix-vector 
multiplication (using discrete optical 
processors). The common denominator 
for all these data processing applica
tions is the availability of coherent 
light Photonic computing includes 
both analog and digital computing 
techniques involving systems for 
performing general arithmetic opera
tions, linear algebra and symbolic 
computing. Optical linear algebra 
operations include systolic or engage
ment methods.c8•9> 

Digital optical computers have very 
different architecture from their 
electronic counterparts in the sense that 
they are potentially capable of combin
ing processors and system level 
operations to obtain substantial reduc
tion in the overall software require
ments. The most important aspect of 
these new future computers is their 
interaction capabilities which are 
responsible for fusing processor and 
system level operations through 
features like massive parallelism, 
reconfigurability, the ability to imple
ment multiple-valued logic, and the 
ability to perform multiple class 
discrimination. c1o> 

Due to the lack of interaction 
between photons, the switching 
operations associated with computing 
have been traditionally difficult using 
optics. However, the switching and 
optical bistability can be achieved via 
interaction in non-linear optical 
materials (in which the index of 
refraction is a function of the optical 
intensity). In particular bistability 
based on self -electro-optic effect 
devices (SEED) using Gallium 
Arsenide, Multiple Quantum Well, and 
index variation (optical logic etalons) 
using non-linear Fabry-Perot devices 
has been demonstrated.un 

For solving pattern recognition 
problems, based on randomness, 
ordinary computers cannot match the 
memorization and recollection capabil
ity of the human brain. Many computer 
scientists and mathematicians are 
exploring principles of the human brain 
operation and function in designing 
machines capable of solving random 
problems. Devices designed to model 
the working of the human brain by 
emulating its anatomic structures are 
called "Neural Computers." Optical 
technology seems promising to con
struct such computers as it offers 
advantages in realizing the parallelism, 
massive interconnectivity, and plastic
ity required for the design and construc
tion of such devices. Photonic neuro
computers will solve optimization 
problems at potentially very high 
speeds by learning to perform mapping 
and associations. Consequently, they 
may eventually have significant impact 
on information processing, pattern 
recognition, artificial intelligence and 
controlY2. 13> 

Photonic Sensors 

Sensors are an important part of 
measurement, automatic control, 
inspection, and diagnostic mechanism. 
Photonic sensors offer higher sensitiv
ity, immunity from electromagnetic 
interference, resistance to hostile 
environments, compactness, and 
reliability. There are two classes of 
photonic sensors, namely fiber optic 
sensors and focal plane arraysY4> 

Fiber Optic Sensors: Most of these 
sensors directly probe physical phe
nomena and can detect virtually any 
stimulus more accurately with greater 
sensitivity than the conventional 
sensors (over a wider dynamic range). 
These sensors can be used to measure 
temperature, pressure, magnetism, 
acidity, pollution, and flow of liquids 
and gases. Fiber optic gyros, hydro
phones and magnetometers are among 
the high performance type sensors 
which are spatially versatile, sensitive, 
and have no moving parts in the case of 
gyro. US) 
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Another important application of 
fiber optic sensors is in medical probes 
where they are revolutionizing imag

_ing, diagnosis, and therapy. Optical 
fibers can be inserted through natural 
openings of the human body or through 
a small incision and threading them 
along the body's established pathways. 
Physicians can then peer into the 
auways of the lungs, the folds of the 
intestines, the chambers of the heart, 
and many other areas that were 
previously inaccessible.- By placing 
fiber optic sensors in the bloodstream, 
physicians can do rapid, reliable, 
chemical analysis at the bedside, in the 
examining room, or in the operating 
room; analysis that otherwise involves 
taking blood samples from patients for 
examination in the laboratories. In 
addition, physicians can perform 
surgery inside the human body by 
directing a beam of laser light, avoid
ing the need for invasive procedures 
where the healthy tissues must be cut 
through to reach the site of disease. 
Fiber optic devices may soon combine 
diagnosis and treatment by incorporat
ing both a means of detecting cancer 
cells and a means of destroying the 
cancer without damaging nearby 
healthy tissues.<16J 

Focal Plane Arrays: This class of 
photonic sensors detect visible or 
infrared radiation using charge 
injection and charge coupled devices 
concepts in data handling and process
ing of radiation induced signals. They 
have been used in ecological monitor
ing, miniature video cameras, and 
strategic and tactical military applica
tions. Focal plane array sensors, 
consisting of microelectronic chips 
with two dimensional arrays of 
photodetectors, are also finding use in 

. passive optical radars such as infrared 
search and track equipment for satellite 
imaging and potentiallyfor autono
mous equipment control.<17l 

Ootical Storage and Disolay 

In the growing information society, 
as the information processing system 
becomes more complex to handle ever 
broader range of application, the 
demand to store more data, display and 
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print large amounts of data also be
comes more critical. One such applica
tion is the increasing use of full color, 
high quality images from sources like 
TV cameras, electronic still cameras, 
scanned photographs, x-ray, CAD 
(computer aided design), CAT .(com
puter axial tomography) and infrared 
sensors. A single digital scan in a 
hospital requires 500 mega bytes to 
store all the nuances of an x-ray or CAT 
scan, and a remote sensing satellite will 
send down 1 giga byte of image data per 
second. Magnetic storage will not be 
able to provide the capacity, the speed 
of access, and the low cost media to be 
able to cope with this amount of data. 
Optical storage media offers higher 
density storage by a factor of 500 times 
or so and thus offers potentially lower 
cost It has relative immunity to dust 
and is removable. The large storage 
capabilities of optical storage media 
make possible its application in a future 
"interactive encyclopedia" based on 
combining digital and video informa
tion. There are three types of optical 
storage systems:<18• 19> 

Read Only Devices: These devices 
frrst appeared commercially in the form 
of digital-audio compact disks. The 
disks are replicas of a master disk and 
are metalized to result in a micrometer 
level pattern of reflecting pits and lands. 
They are read by low-power diode 
lasers and are suitable as low-cost 
carriers of data "libraries." Current 
data-storage capacity for these disks are 
200-600 Mbyte. 

Write-Once Read-Many 
(WORM): This type is archival storage 
where media is written once by the user 
but can be read many times. The data 
bits are stored at spots on the disk 
surface by irreversibly "burning" the 
medium with a diode laser operating at 
higher power levels than used in the 
reading task. This permanent data can 
be read back essentially indefinitely 
with lower laser power. Such a storage 
is suitable for archival storage of large 
quantities of information where fast 
retrieval is desirable. 

Multiple Read and Write System: 
Optical storage of this type which are 
rewritable are now available in the 
magneto-optical disks of layered media. 
The advantages of this non contact laser 
optical system will likely lead to its 
eventually replacing conventional 
magnetic recording. The write/erase 
mechanism of magneto-optical system 
is based on a thermomagnetic process 
that magnetizes a layer perpendicular to 
the surface. The coercive force of 
magneto-optic layer at room tempera
ture is much greater than that of a 
conventional magnetic recording 
medium. When a laser heats a spot on 
the surface of this layer to a high 
temperature, the coercive force is 
greatly decreased, and then the bias 
magnetic field can easily reverse the 
polarization direction of the magneto
optic layer. This generates a very small 
magnetic domain with magnetic 
polarization opposite to that of the 
surrounding area. This magnetization
reversed spot represents one bit of 
stored data or write cycle. Reversing 
the direction of the bias-magnetic field 
in the same process will erase the data. 
Reading a very small magnetic domain 
in the magneto-optic layer is more 
complex than the write/erase cycle and 
is based on the process involving the 
Kerr effect.<20l 

Displays are inherently optoelec
tronic devices, as they convert elec
tronic information into text or image for 
viewing. Photonic display uses a light 
beam to write on a photoconductive 
media (such as laser beams on a liquid 
crystal cell). These displays have been 
demonstrated in specialized applica
tions but are not likely to replace 
electronic display technologies in the 
near future.<21> 

Photonics is likely to be used in a 
new type of "interactive displays" 
where the orientation of a viewer's eye 
ball will determine the display cursor 
position finding interesting applications 
as in variable resolution displays.<22> 



Conclusion 

Photonics is undoubtedly a rapidly 
growing technology having a wide 
range of applications affecting every 
part of our lives. Despite its successful 
applications in fiber optic communica
tions, photonics is still a developing 
technology needing further break
through to fully exploit its full poten
tial. 

The largest application of fiber and 
related photonic technologies in local 
area networking and broadband 
integrated services digital networks are 
yet to come. Photonics will have 
enormous impact on information 
processing by fmding ways to penetrate 
into the interconnect technology. 

Photonic computers, once a labora
tory curiosity, are moving slowly to 
reality. Bistability, which is essential to 
optical logic, has been shown in a 
variety of optical devices. However, 
there are currently no bistable devices 
of high speed, low dissipation, good 
stability, and small size available to 
implement optical processing and 
computational functions. Holographic 
associative memory is likely to be the 
backbone of pattern recognition and 
artificial intelligence. C23.24l 

Although photonic technology has 
been shown to have significant advan
tages over the electronic counterpart in 
terms of speed; bandwidth, or intercon
nect capacity, it is not yet at the stage 
where it can be fully applied to solve 
the problem of electronics. Photonics 
and electronics are complementary 
technologies and promising results can 
be obtained by combining the best of 
two worlds. C2Sl 

In addition to more research and 
development, qualified personnel are 
needed to build operational systems, 
establish a healthy industrial base, and 
educate decision makers and users 
about the importance of photonic 
technology. This can best be accom
plished by a continuous supply of high 
quality people who are well educated in 
the fundamentals of this subject. As a 
result, it is important to introduce 

photonics programs at the undergradu
ate level to fulfill the needs and further 
the importance of this emerging 
technology. C26l .a 
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CONTRIBUTION 

"The Heaven 
and Hell of 
Childhood in 
lngmar 
Bergman's 
Fanny and 
Alexander 
BY 

DR. RALPH SLAYTON 

There are two ways of thinking 
about children when we think of our 
responsibilities toward them. One sees 
the child as a lump of clay to be 
molded to fit and some day to fulfill 
our ambitions for the child. The other 
sees the child as a seedling requiring an 
unselfish nurturing if it is to one day 
fulfill its own aspirations. This 
dichotomy in our concept of childhood 
is at the heart of the heaven and the 
hell of the experience of the child 
Alexander and his younger sister 
Fanny in Ingmar Bergman's final film. 

Another great artist who concerned 
himself with childhood and who also 
portrayed a heaven and a hell in which 
children dwelt was Charles Dickens. 
His Oliver Twist and David Co~mer
fullil were influential in some of the 
reform laws passed in the last century 
that improved the lot of children. 
Perhaps Bergman's final film might 
also help us to see more clearly the 
justice and the injustice-the heaven 
and the hell-of the world that we 
create for our children. 

We meet the children on the stage 
of the theatre on a Christmas eve some
where in Sweden in the first decade of 
this century. They are enacting a 
traditional play along with the adult 
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members of the company as they do 
every year. It is here that we, like the 
children, will sense the real meaning of 
love, rather than in the Cathedral that is 
"a monument to the piety of a bygone 
age." The heaven and hell of the 
childhood of Fanny and Alexander is 
foretold in the Nativity play. Herod 

Fanny and Alexander, the two children who are 
the central characters of lngmar Bergman's fmal 
film, experience a heaven and hell of childhood in 
an ideal family where Jove and respect abound and 
in the home of a stepfather under a reign of cruelty 
and humiliation. Photo courtesy of the Swedish 
Information Service. 

with his murdering band will threaten 
every man-child in the land. Bishop 
Vergerus, who will fulminate from the 
pulpit before a far smaller audience on 
Christmas Day, will be the King of 
Judea in his role as stepfather to the 
children. 

After the performance, the company 
gathers as every year for punch and an 
equally traditional speech by Oskar, the 
children's father and the theatre's 
director, who speaks of his love for the 
little world of the theatre that some
times succeeds "in reflecting the bigger 
world outside so that we understand it a 
little better." So, too, the film will help 
us to better understand the bigger, 
grownup world by allowing us to 
glimpse it from the perspective of the 
children. "Our theatre," Oskar says, "is 
a small room of orderliness, routine, 
conscientiousness, and love." It is 
these attributes that also enfold the 
children in the warmth and security of 
their home and family. 

We next meet the children at home 
as preparations for more punch and 
presents takes place in a whir of 
shouting and laughing, hugs and kisses, 
as the children shed their dignity and 
turn somersaults on the drawing room 
carpet. Then comes the dinner of 
"pickled herring, sausages, headcheese, 
p~tes, galantines, au gratins, meatballs, 



steaks, and cutlets, a mild and aromatic 
puree, the Christmas ham with trim
mings, stockfish, Bordeaux, Burgundy, 
roasted ptarmigan, rice pudding, stewed 
fruit, and the Christmas cake followed 
by songs and a display, for the 
children's delight, of Uncle Karl's 
extraordinary·skill at flatulation. 

Bergman, in his screenplay, de
scribes the families' "mutual attentive
ness." "They touch each other, shake 
each other, slap each other's backs, pet, 
fondle, and hug one another, give each 
other wet, smacking kisses, hold each 
other's hands, gaze into each other's 
eyes, and ruffle each other's hair. They 
enjoy dramatic squabbles, they burst 
into tears and abuse one another and 
seek allies, but they make it all up just 
as readily, uttering sacred vows and en
dearments. One thing is just as sincere 
as the other." The critical word is 
sincere. 

That the children's ideas are 
respected is made perfectly clear when 
it comes time to enter into the family 
Bible the important events of the year 
that is coming to an end. Fanny argues 
for mention of the death of her cat, 
Ajax. Uncle Carl appeals for Aunt 
Emma, who has also passed away. 
Both opinions are inscribed. 

When they go to bed, the children 
rattle off their prayers at breakneck 
speed and are hugged and kissed 
profusely and then are elaborately 
tucked in. The children live, Bergman 
tells us and we can see, "in a protective 
incubator of physical affection." Soon 
their father will be dead. An elaborate 
funeral, precisely what he did not want, 
is abhorrent to Alexander, who walks in 
the procession muttering every obscen
ity he knows. 

Twelfth Night is played in the 
theatre. The children have begged to be 
in it and now wear the same page 
costumes that they wore in Hamlet. 
Emilie, their mother, announces her 
resignation from the theatre at the 
conclusion of the performance. She 
will marry the Bishop, and the children 
will have a new father. Suddenly she is 
no longer the mother that the children 
have always known. She tells her 
husband-to-be how proud she is of her 
"well-behaved children." For the 
Bishop what matters is that the children 
be "diligent and attentive," but even 
more important is that they not tell lies 
like the one Alexander has told his 
classmates of his having been sold by 
his stepfather to a traveling circus to be 
trained "as an acrobat and a circus 
rider together with a gypsy of the 
same ago called Tamara." The 

When the children ask their father to tell them a bedtime story, he makes one up about the chair in their 
room. 'It is the most precious chair in all the world," he tells them. "It belongs to you. Take care of it. 
It is very fragile and breaks easily ... Touch it gently, sit carefully, talk to it, and breathe on it at least twice 
a day." Photo courtesy of the Swedish Information Service. 

Bishop is most eager that the boy feel 
ashamed. That would satisfy him even 
more than the beatings that he will 
administer in an attempt to destroy the 
boy's "willfullness." Alexander can be 
beaten, but he cannot be broken. The 
Bishop's hypocrisy and his deceptive
ness only elicit more four-letter words 
from the boy. He will prove himself to 
be the stronger of the two. Fanny and 
Alexander are to give away all of their 
favored possessions-toys, dolls, books 
-to enter their new life "as though 
newly born." Emilie, however, will not 
make that decision for the children. 

Alexander's notion of God is not at 
all like the Bishop's. When the 
children hear a clap of thunder and 
Alexander hopes it has destroyed the 
cathedral, his sister chastises him. But 
Alexander retorts: "If a big know-it-all 
like God almighty punishes a skinny 
runt like Alexander for such a little 
thing, then he's just the dirty bastard I 
always thought he was." 

In the home that is a prison for the 
children and their mother, "punctuality, 
cleanliness, and order are the rule," and 
the greatest good is "to perform one's 
duties conscientiously." The children 
bathe in icy water, and Alexander 
changes "stepfather" to "pisspot" in his 
prayer at bedtime. 

The Bishop, having accused 
Alexander of inventing a lie about the 
death of his former wife and their 
children, admonishes him in words that 
for centuries have been used to try to 
cover up abuse: "I love you. But the 
love I feel for you and your mother and 
sister is not blind and it is not sloppy. It 
is strong and harsh, Alexander. If I 
must punish you, I suffer more than you 
know. But my love for you compels 
me to be truthful. It compels me to 
chasten and form you even if it hurts 
me." To humiliate the child and 
physically abuse him is all right in his 
mind because it is "for his own good." 
His guide is the most quoted QlQ 
Testament advice on child rearing that 
has provided so many parents with 
what they believe to be a trustworthy 
authority for the condonation of abuse. 
Alexander is required to thank his 
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The conflict between Bishop Edvard Vergerus, stepfather to Fanny and Alexander, and the boy, which 
juxtaposes a cruelt}r·that would disguise itself as love and a love that is genuine, is reminiscent of the 
conflict in the one-act classic by the Swedish playwright whose influence on Ingrnar Bergman has been 
so profound-August Strindberg' s The Stronger. Photo courtesy of the Swedish Information Service. 

father after a beating. _But Alexander is 
r.ot subdued. His contemptJor 
injustice and cruelty is too strong. "I 

-------am afraid of him," the Bishop admits 
to Emilie. 

It is the family friend and 
Grandmother's former lover, Uncle 
lsak, who rescues the children from 
their stepfather's home and takes them 
to his own where Alexander encounters 
Ismael, his alter ego and guardian 
angel, who tells him that "the truth 
about the world is the truth about 
God," and who wills the Bishop's 
horrible death. 

The film that began with the 
celebration in the theatre of the birth 
of Jesus ends with the gathering of 
the extended family and all their 
friends to celebrate the christening 
of two female infants born to Emilie 
and to the children's former nurse 
and close confidant, Maj. Gustav 
Adolf, the children's other uncle, 
makes the speech this time and urges 
everyone to "be happy while we are 
happy ... to be kind, generous, affec
tionate, and good." The children are . 
hearsing a play that Alexander has 
written. He has emerged victorious, 
and the film ends on a life-affirming 
note. 
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Three thousand years ago in Egypt, 
Akhenaton, ruler before Tutenkamen, 
caused an uproar in his kingdom when 
he posed for the artist with his little 

· daugh~r on his knee. There had bCen 
no place for children as subjects in art, 
certainly not in the depiction of a king. 
Only a century ago, Oskar Kokoschka 
painted a study of two children alone 
playing on the floor the way young 
children do. It, too, caused an uproar. 
Both these works were revolutionary. 
Both depicted children as they had 
hitherto not been seen in art. Bergman's 
film is not revolutionary, but it may help 
us toward a conceiving of childhood in a 
way that affords children the justice and 
the place in society that is rightly theirs. 

It is in the arts (and in philosophy, 
history, jurisprudence, and all those 
areas of the pursuit of knowledge that 
we call the humanities) that our ideas of 
the human experience are formed, far 
more than in our study of the social 
sciences or even from our own experi
ences of life. It is in our encounters 
with painting and sculpture, literature 
and film, the theatre, dance, and music, 
and in those subjects which we call "the 
proper study of mankind" that the 
growth of human consciousness most 
.meaningfully occurs. Perhaps some day 
we will arrive at a concept of childhood 
that is just, both for them and for us, a 

concept in which the fairest question 
we could ask will be "what kind of 
relation do we want to have with them 
and what kind of relation do they want 
to have with us?" In three-thousand 
years, we have come a long way toward 
this goal. n 
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CONTRIBUTION II 
"Converting a 
Manual 
Accounting 
Information 
System to 
Microcomputer 
Processing" 
BY 

THOMAS TRIBUNELLA 

INTRODUCTION 

As a small business grows, so 
does the complexity and quantity of its 
accounting information. In a relatively 
short span of time, a manual accounting 
system becomes too burdensome to 
maintain efficiently. Furthermore, the 
needs of management become more 
sophisticated as the financial resources 
of the company expand. An excellent 
tool for monitoring the economic 
activity of a company is a microcom
puter system with accompanying 
accounting software. 

This article will discuss the phases a 
small company should go through while 
in the process of converting its manual 
accounting system to microcomputer 
processing. This evolutionary process 
is subdivided into six stages in order of 
precedence: 

1. DE1ERMINE INFORMATION 
REQUIREMENTS 

2. CHOOSE THE APPLICATION 
SOFTWARE 

3. SELECT THE COMPATIBLE 
HARDWARE 

4. IMPLEMENT THE SYS1EM 
5. TRAIN EMPLOYEES 
6. MONITOR, CONTROL AND 

DEVELOP THE SYSTEM 

The order in which these stages 
occur is extremely important For 
example, if the hardware is purchased 
before the information requirements are 
determined, management might acquire 
a computer system that cannot fulfill its 
intended purposes 

Before the process begins, a 
consultant's assistance may be required 
if management lacks the expertise to 
implement the system. If a consultant 
is needed, he or she should have 
extensive experience with microcompu
ters and accounting systems. Usually 
these individuals are certified public 
accountants who implement, audit, and 
maintain microcomputer based account
ing information systems. Once a 
consultant or project manager is 
chosen, the six-stage process can begin. 
Here are some important issues that 
should receive consideration at each of 
the six stages. 

DETERMINE INFORMATION 
REQUIREMENTS 

The determination of accounting 
requirements should start with a 
detailed analysis of the present system, 
since the new system will have to 
accommodate the current requirements. 
Management and the employees should 
now decide if there are any further 
information needs. From a psychologi-

cal and pragmatic viewpoint, it is 
important to incorporate employee 
input into decisions so they feel more 
comfortable with the transition. The 
employees may contribute unique 
insights which allude management 

In addition, an analysis of account
ing requirements in the firm's industry 
is helpful. During this stage, increases 
in future volume and technology should 
be considered. Management needs to 
exercise care at this point, because their 
determination of requirements will be 
the foundation on which the system will 
be built Once a detailed list of present 
and future requirements is compiled, it 
can be compared and contrasted with 
commonly available accounting 
software packages. 

CHOOSE THE APPLICATIONS 
SOEJWARE 

At ftrSt glance, accounting software 
packages will seem to have an over
whelming number of features. Man
agement should take the time to 
consider each feature carefully to 
ensure the software will meet the firm's 
needs. Since the accounting staff will 
inherit the software, it is important to 
consider their opinion in the overall 
evaluation and decision. Furthermore, 
the accounting software chosen should 
be able to communicate with other 
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software packages (i.e.: databases, 
word processors, spreadsheets, 
graphics packages, and local area 
networks) for ease of data transfer. 

After the accounting requirements 
are correlated with a software package, 
a~compatible operating system must ac
company the accounting software. 
Most accounting systems will operate 
Wider PC/MS-OOS 3.0 or UNIX. 
However, more sophisticated systems 
will require PS/2. 

Beyond matching accounting 
requirements with software features, 
there are other factors to consider. 
First is the ease of learning and 
usability of the software. For example, 
novice users will want a menu-driven 
package rather than a command-driven 
one. The organization's C.P.A. may 
require a well-defined audit trail, 
sophisticated error handling, and tax 
schedules. Furthermore, versatility in 
report generation, data transfer, and 
program parameters (i.e., maximum 
account balances) may also be desired. 
Some packages allow the user to 
modify the basic program for a custom 
fit, but this usually requires the 
expertise of a consultant 

SELECT THE COMPATIBLE 
HARDWARE 

Once the software has been 
selected, the choice of compatible 
hardware is narrowed down considera
bly. The software will specify a 
number of hardware requirements. For 
example, the typical accounting 
package requires 512,000 bytes of 
random access memory, graphics 
capabilities, an 8086 central processing 
unit (CPU), and a 10 mega byte hard
disk. A math co-processor, faster 
clock speed, higher level CPU (i.e.: 
80286, 80386, or 80486) and expanded 
random excess memory will dramati
cally increase the system's speed and 
expandability. In addition, high 
resolution screens, color output and a 
laser printer can greatly enhance the 
appearance of the information. 
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IMPLEMENT THE SYSTEM 

At this point, a lack of management 
participation can mean the demise of the 
whole system. Since the flow of 
accounting information circulates 
through the entire organization, manag
ers and employees from all levels and 
functional areas should learn how to 
incorporate the system into their work 
pattern. This will not be an overnight 
process; gradual implementation over 
several months is usually required. 

Immediately before implementation 
the accounting staff should clean house 
to avoid entering erroneous data into the 
accounting system. A good time to 
input the account balances and fmancial 
statements is right after an audit 
Furthermore, if this stage coincides with 
the firm's slow season, the implementa
tion will not overstrain the staff, and 
errors will tend to be reduced. 

The information should come to the 
user in an understandable form, for 
example, color graphics are more 
understandable than tabled numbers. 
Tutorials and system documentation 
should be readily accessible to all 
employees. The primary users should 
be willing to answer questions and assist 
departmental managers with the 
transition. Most high quality software 
and hardware come with end user 
support agreements which include a 1-
800 hot-line for product questions. 

TRAINING EMPLOYEES 

During system acquisition, employ
ees should be sensitized to the purpose, 
valve, and anticipated schedule of the 
training process. Immediately after the 
system is physically installed, employee 
training should begin. Training can be 
provided either on site or at the vendor's 
location. In either case, the learning 
environment must be appropriately 
configured and staffed by well trained 
and properly motivated instructors. 
Employees must feel comfortable with 
the microcomputer or the system will be 
underutilized. 

Automated accounting systems are 
usually met with mixed emotions as 
there are some staff members who are 
convinced that the computer is a threat 
to their job security. Therefore, part of 
the training process should be directed 
toward overcoming computer phobia. 

Since an accounting information 
system can become very complex, the 
training program should not try to cover 
too much too soon. This will only lead 
to confusion and excessive stress, 
which are counterproductive. It may 
take substantial amounts of time even 
for a motivated user to learn the system. 
As with most major learning ventures, 
end users often feel considerable 
frustration which needs to be mini
mized by ensuring incremental success 
opportunities in the training. 

MONITOR. CONTROL AND DE
VELOP THE SYSTEM 

After the system is up and running it 
must be constantly monitored and 
controlled. A strong system of internal 
accounting controls will add reliability. 
Error reports should be generated 
periodically and analyzed to discover 
weak points and bottlenecks in the 
system. Proper job segregation with 
well-defmed authority and responsibil
ity also help isolate problems. Chang
ing the permanent records should 
require an access code to enhance the 
security of the records. In addition, all 
records should have a backup and a 
historical copy. 

The outputs from the system must 
be accurate, timely and understandable 
for the users to benefit from the reports. 
User feedback should be considered a 
valuable source of information when 
the system is upgraded. Software 
upgrades should be installed as soon as 
they become available. Accounting 
information systems are in a constant 
state of evolution, and users should be 
an integral component in the evolution
ary process. 



SUMMARY 

A small firm can relieve many of its 
growing pains by following a well
planned course of action when comput
erizing its accounting process. The key 
is to think before you act. The informa
tion requirements must be clearly 
understood and defined before the 
software and hardware are purchased. 
Furthermore, system installation should 
be accompanied by a formal training 
program. 

After installation is complete, the 
system must be monitored and con
trolled to maintain integrity. Finally, as 
the business grows and technology 
changes, the system must be periodi
cally updated so it can continue to serve 
the information needs of a changing 
organization. n 
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CONTRIBUTION II 
"Head in' 
North: Fort 
Drum Military 
Expansion 
Brings 
Thousands 
into New 
York's North 
Country" 
BY 

JOHN J. ZOGBY 

Exciting things are happening in 
New York State's North country. 
Since the U.S. Army's 1984 decision 
to locate its lOth Mountain Division at 
Fort Drum near Watertown, over 
34,000 new residents have moved into 
the 30-mile radius "Fort Drum Impact 
Area." The direct impact of the 
military expansion has, itself, been 
astounding. According to official 
Army figures, a total of 20,106 new 
military personnel and dependents 
have arrived since 1985. 

But equally impressive has been the 
influx of non-military newcomers. 
According to quarterly household 
surveys by the North Country Tracking 
Service, approximately 14,000 non
military newcomers have migrated 
since 1985. Excluding on-base 
personnel, 17.1% of the households in 
the Impact Area are headed by some
one who has arrived in since 1985. 

All this in an area which had no net 
growth from 1930 to 1980. 
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Table I examines the growth 
that has taken place thus far. 

Table I 
Population and Households for Fort 

Drum Impact Area 

Population 
Households 
Military-

Group Quarters 
Off-Base Military 
On-Base Military 
Non-Military 

Newcomers 
Total Newcomers 

l2.8Q 
123,8391 

40,9963 

1989 
155,0522 

58,732" 

10,857 
9,249 

14,075 
34,181 

NOTE: Military Population Includes 
Dependents 
1. U.S. Census Bureau, 1980, does not 

include on-base military. 
2. Based on estimate from Fort Drum 

Steering Council, includes on-base 
military. 

3. Based on 1980 national household size of 
2.76 

4. Based on 1988 estimate on national 
household size of 2.64 

5. U.S. Census Report, 1980 for Jefferson 
County. 

SOURCES: 
North Country Trends, May 1989 
Fort Drum Steering Council 
Statistical Abstract, 1989, Table 58 
U.S. Census Bureau, 1980 

Profile of Newcomers - Post 1985 
Number of Military living on base plus 
dependents - 9,249 
Number of new people in the commu
nity-not including on-base military-
24,932 
SOURCE: North Country Tracking 
Service 

But these numbers alone do not tell 
the whole story. The dynamic of this 
influx has already had an enormous 
influence on the character of this area, 
and promises to have much more. For 
example, while many parts of Upstate 
New York are experiencing a steady 
"Graying" of their population, the 
Watertown area appears to be using 
Grecian Formula. As can be seen from 
both tables II and III, the inmigration of 
younger individuals and families should 
reduce the median age to a level 
younger than for most of New York 
State, and the numbers of those people 
in the 20-54 age bracket will skyrocket 
by 2010. 

Among longer term residents, only 
22.5% of the households are headed by 
someone under 35 (18-24, 3.2%; 25-34, 
19.3%), but 63.2% of recent arrivals' 
households are headed by someone 
under 35 (18-24, 13.2%; 25-34, 50%). 

The expansion also has meant an 
influx of better educated householders. 
Table IV shows a comparison in 



education levels achieved between 
longer term householders and newcom
ers. 

The percentage of newcomers who 
have attended at least some college 
outpaces that of longer term household
ers 59.9% to 41.2%. In terms of the 
consumer market the change has been 
drastic. Figures from the New York 
State Economic Development and 
Technical Assistance Center show that 
retail spending in Jefferson County has 
grown by 42.5% from 1985 to 1988. 
Tables V and VI compare Jefferson 
County's retail sales figures with two 
other counties in Upstate New York 
which had similar populations in 1980-
Ontario County which includes Geneva 
and Tompkins County which includes 
Ithaca, both cities roughly similar in 
size to Watertown. 

Another key indicator of retail sales 
growth is motor vehicle registrations. 
Again, the growth figures in this 
category for Jefferson County are very 
high- up 27.1% over 1985. Tables VII 
and VIII document this growth in com
parison with the two other counties. 
Realtors have had a field day in the 
North Country since 1986. Prices for 
homes have risen 12.2% higher than the 
rate for homes in the state as a whole -
a state which includes high-cost-of
living areas like New York City's five 
boroughs, Westchester County, and 
Long Island. Table IX puts this 
dynamic in statewide context 

Pretty much the same can be said 
for the rental market North Country 
home own.ership tends to be quite high -
69.8% own their homes, while 21.6% 
rent. However, 52.7% of the house
holds headed by newcomers (excluding 
on-base military) rent their homes 
compared with only 20.9% of longer 
term residents. Table X examines 
rental prices. Clearly, while only 15.8% 
of the longer term residents pay $400 or 
more for monthly rent, 40.7% of the 
newcomers pay at least that much. So 
what does all this mean? As can be 
seen, the growth figures are truly 
impressive. Without a doubt, the Fort 
Drum Impact Area is the fastest 
growing region in New York State. But 
that is not all. With an overall growth 
rate of 17.1 %, the Fort Drum Impact 

Tablell 
Length of Residency (%) 

Length of Residency 18-24 25-34 35-54 55-64 65+ 

Before 1985 3.2 19.3 39.6 16.3 21.6 
1985 and after 13.2 50.0 31.6 3.4 1.7 

Source: North Country Trends, January 1989 

Tablelll 
Age of Household Head (%) 

Year 20-24 25-54 Total Percent of Total 
20-54 

1980 6985 30613 37598 
1985 7778 33060 40838 
1995 14362 46493 60855 
2000 13868 49545 63413 
2010 16002 53086 69088 

Source: New York State Economic Development Assistance Center 

Table IV 
Educational Level of Head of Household 

NotH.S. H.S. 1-3 Years College 
.QrnQ .QrnQ College .Qr&!+ 

Total 12.8% 42.0% 22.3% 22.1% 
Pre-1985 14.7% 43.4% 21.1% 20.1% 
Since 1985 
(Newcomers) 3.5% 35.2% 28.2% 31.7% 

Source: North Country Trends, September 1989 

Cmmu: 
Jefferson 
Ontario 
Tompkins 

~ 
Jefferson 
Ontario 
Tompkins 

1985 
!iQQQ2 

449,176 
544,440 
443,085 

Total 
~ 

640,028 
656,581 
529,404 

Retail Sales 
Table V 

Total Retail Sales 
1986 1987 1988 
~ ~ .oom 

520,098 556,521 640,028 
566,923 604,518 656,581 
446,413 497,307 529,404 

Table VI 
Retail Sales for 1988 - Categorized 

Food 
.(iQQID 

144,255 
136,116 
136,002 

Eating/ General 
Drinking Mdse 
~ ~ 
53,157 68,375 
62,707 95,839 
53,079 48,076 

Source: NYS Economic Development and Technical Assistance Center 

Population 

42.6 
48.0 
48.0 
45.7 
44.9 

Not 
Sure 

.9% 

.7% 

1.4% 

%Change 
Sin~.<~ 1985 

+42.5% 
+20.6% 
+16.3% 

Furniture/ 
Appliance 
~ 
29,455 
23,273 
35,236 
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Area is truly among the fastest growing 
areas in the entire country. Certainly, 
it is in the same league with Montgom
ery County (Maryland) and Sussex 
County (Delaware) which features 
ocean front resorts like Reohbeth 
Beach. In better perspective, if we take 
a look at what demographer G. Scott 
Thomas calls "micropolitan areas"
i.e., counties of at least 40,000 people 
featuring one key city-then Jefferson 
County and its immediate surroundings 
is among the top 20 fastest growing 
micropolitan areas in the country. 
And, according to Thomas' standard 
and list, it is the only one of the highest 
growth areas in the Rust Belt. 

Growth begets more growth. In 
that vein, as our surveys have shown, a 
real investment opportunity exists in 
entertainment and recreation enter
prises to meet the increasing demands 
of a growing younger market along 
with continued growth in retail and real 
estate. Though the real estate market 
has temporarily plateaued, as it will 
and should after a boom, our surveys 
show great numbers (20.8%) of 
newcomers with plans (and incomes 
sufficient) to buy and build new homes 
in the area. 

In a nutshell, there are still more 
exciting times ahead in the North 
Country. Q 
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Table VII 
Motor Vehicle Registrations- Jefferson County 

Vehicle Type !2.8.1 .1282 1m 12M 1m 12.82 .1281 .12.88. 

Total 58,768 58,902 59,737 61,692 64,162 68,212 74,874 78,411 
Passenger 38,267 38,013 38,300 39,291 40,557 43,531 46,279 49,572 
Commercial 12,152 12,204 12,381 12,882 13,775 14,955 16,805 17,673 
Motorcycle 1,945' 1,941 1,912 2,110 2,506 2,501 2,510 2,505 
Other 6,422 6,744 7,144 7,409 7,324 7)22 2,253 8,661 

SOURCE: North Counuy Trends, April1989 
NYS Department of Motor Vehicles, Division of Research and Evaluation 

Ontario 
Tompkins 
Jefferson 

Table VIII 
Number of Motor Vehicle Registrations 

68,180 
53,330 
61,692 

79,694 
60,959 
78,411 

%of Change 

+16.9% 
+14.3% 
+27.1% 

Table IX - Number of Homes Sold and Median Price 
Medium 

1986 1987 1988 Price 
Median No. Median No. Median No. %Change 

Price Sold Price S.llid Price S.llid 1986-88 

NYS $80,280 N/A $88,380 69,632 $99,250 68,527 +23.6% 
Jefferson-

Lewis $47,540 542 $51,670 627 $64,500 459 +35.7% 
Finger 

Lakes $44,230 328 $45,540 344 $46,920 360 +6.1% 

Ithaca $65,040 883 $76,300 878 $88,230 922 +35.7% 

Source: New York Housing Trends, Fourth Quarter 1988, Vo1wne 4, Number4 

Table X - Monthly Rent or Mortgage 
Amount of Rent or Mortgage 

Under $201- $251- $301- $351- $401- $451- $501- $551- $660+ 
$200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 

Total 30.3% 13.8% 16.5% 10.0% 9.2% 4.8% 4.2% 2.3% 8.8% 

Pre-1985 34.0% 15.1% 16.5% 9.3% 9.3% 2.6% 2.3% 2.3% 8.6% 

Since 
1985 13.2% 7.7% 16.5% 13.2% 8.8% 15.4% 13.2% 2.2% - 9.9% 

SOURCE: North Counuy Trends, May 1989 
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